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Abstract 
We present a denotational semantics for an ALGOL-like language ALG, which is fully abstract 
for the second order subset of ALG. This constitutes the first significant full abstraction result 
for a block structured language with local variables. As all the published ‘test equivalences’ 
[8,13,22] for ALcoL-like languages are contained in the second order subset, they can all be 
validated (easily) in our denotational model. 
The general technique for our model construction ~ namely ‘relationally structured locally 
complete partial orders’ with ‘relation preserving locally continuous functions’ ~ has already 
been developed in [13], but our particular model differs from the one in [13] in that we 
now use a larger set of relations. In a certain sense it is the ‘largest possible’ set of re- 
lations, an idea which we have successfully used in [32] to obtain a fully abstract model 
for the second order subset of the functional language PCF [26]. The overall structure of 
our full abstraction proof is also taken from [32], but for the single parts of the proof WC 
had to solve considerable new problems which are specific to the imperative (AI c;ol.-like) 
setting. 
1. Introduction 
Difficulties with the denotational semantics of local variables were first observed 
in the context of ALGOL-like languages in the early eighties [5,29-3 1,371. In [ 131 
these difficulties were identified more precisely as having to do with a failure of 
full abstraction. Roughly speaking, a denotational semantics is fully abstract if it 
does not make any unnecessary distinctions. A more precise definition is as fol- 
lows: Two program pieces A4 and N are observationally congruent (denoted A4 = 
N), if they can be replaced by each other in every program without changing the 
observable behavior of the program. Every reasonable denotational semantics 
should only identify observationally congruent program pieces, i.e. it should 
satisfy 
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If it even identifies all such program pieces, i.e. if it satisfies 
then it is called fully abstract. 
For many programming languages it is difficult to find a fully abstract denotational 
semantics, the most prominent one being the purely functional language PCF [26]. The 
reason is that most denotational models contain nonstandard elements, i.e. elements 
which are not definable in the language, and that some of these elements may be very 
different in nature from the definable ones. Two observationally congruent program 
pieces may then fail to be denotationally equivalent just when their free identifiers are 
bound to such ‘critical’ nonstandard elements. This means that full abstraction fails, and 
then the challenge is to find a ‘smaller’ denotational model from which these critical 
elements are ruled out. Usually this goal is achieved when every nonstandard element 
is the limit (i.e. the least upper bound of a directed set) of definable elements, because 
then full abstraction follows in a standard way from the continuity of the semantic 
functions [26]. 
In the traditional model for PCF the critical nonstandard elements are the func- 
tions with a ‘parallel’ nature. An example is the parallel or [26], which returns true 
precisely when one of its arguments is true - even if the other argument diverges. 
The fall abstraction problem for PCF thus amounts to defining a smaller model which 
only consists of ‘sequential’ functions. In [32] we solved this problem for the sec- 
ond order subset of PCF by admitting only those continuous functions which preserve 
certain (logical) relations. Here we will transfer this idea from the purely functional 
language PCF to the (much) more complicated setting of an imperative (ALcor-like) 
language. 
In traditional models for ALGOL-like languages [2,3,19], termed marked store models 
in [13], the critical elements are the functions which have ‘access’ to an unbounded 
number of locations. We briefly sketch the definition of such a model in order to obtain 
some hints how our new model should be constructed: 
Let Lot be some infinite set, whose elements I are called locations, let Pfin(Loc) 
be the set of finite subsets of Lot and let next : P’,,(Loc) --t Lot be a function 
with next(L) 6 L for all L E Pfin(LoC). We define a marked store to be a partial 
function ms : Lot L) Z whose domain dom(ms) is finite. We think of dom(ms) as 
the set of locations which are marked as active, ms I as the contents of location 1, 
and next(dom(ms)) as the first ‘free’ location, i.e. the one to be allocated next. ’ The 
’ Of course there are innumerable variants of this idea, e.g. a marked store can be represented as a pair 
(L,s) with a total function s, or the mark L can be introduced as part of the environment ‘1. The reader 
may be assured that the problems which we illustrate here appear with necessary changes made for such 
alternative definitions. 
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meaning of a block with a local variable declaration can then be defined by2 
‘new x in M endn n *’ = 
I if [Ml q[l/x] (ms[O/l]) = I 
ms’ \ 1 if [Ml q[l/x] (ms[O/l]) = ms’ # J 
where I = next(dom(ms)). This definition simply imitates an operational semantics: 
Upon block entry the first free location 1 is bound to the local variable x, marked as 
active and set to the initial value 0. Then the block body M is executed and - if it 
terminates - the location 1 is finally deallocated by removing it from the domain of 
the resulting store ms’. Now consider the block3 
B=newx in y; if !x = 0 then Q end 
which contains a call of some global parameterless procedure y. It is easy to argue 
informally (and it will be rigorously proved in Section 7) that B is observationally 
congruent to the always diverging command Q: Due to the static scope rule in ALGOL- 
like languages, the global procedure y does not have access to the local variable x, 
hence - if the call of y terminates at all - the variable x will still contain its initial 
value 0 after the call, and this makes the block diverge. On the other hand, B is not 
denotationally equivalent to Q: Let q y = f’ where f is the function which sets all 
active locations to 1, i.e. 
.f ms = ms’ with dom(ms’) = dom(ms) and ms’ 1 = 1 for all 1 E dom(m.s) 
Then even the new location which is bound to the local variable x will be set to 
1 (because it is active when y is called) and this implies [BJ q # I[sZn q. Thus we 
have shown that every model which contains the above function f‘ (and the traditional 
models do contain this function) fails to be fully abstract. 
It is clear which lesson we have to learn from this example if we want to achieve 
full abstraction: We must define a model in which every function only has access 
to some fixed finite set of locations (in contrast to the above function f), and we 
must carefully choose the new location which we bind to a local variable, so that the 
functions which are bound to the global procedure identifiers do not have access to it. 
This means in particular that we must somehow formalize the notion of ‘access’. For 
first order procedures, it is easy to give an ad hoc definition (cf. Theorem 8.1) but 
when it comes to second order then we need a more systematic approach - and this 
is the point where (logical) relations come again into play. 
The idea to use relations for constructing models of ALGOL-like languages originates 
with [13], but the particular model which was presented there, failed to be fully ab- 
stract because the set of relations was too small. The idea was resumed in [22,33] 
with larger sets of relations, thus leading to improved models in which all the known 
test equivalences [8,13,22] for ALGOL-like languages could be validated, but a full 
2 In ALGOL 60 syntax such a block is written as begin integer s; A4 end 
3 We use the ML-notation ! n for explicitly dereferencing a variable X. 
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abstraction proof for these models was still missing. Here we will present such a proof 
for (a slight variant of) the model in [33]. 
It should be mentioned that our motivation for using logical relations is somewhat 
different from O’Heam and Tennent’s motivation in [22]. Their intention was to trans- 
fer Reynolds’ concept of ‘relational parametricity’ [ 1 I] from polymorphic languages to 
AtooL-like languages, because they see a close relationship between information hid- 
ing through type variables (in a polymorphic language) and information hiding through 
local variables. Our own view is somewhat more technical: We know that logical rela- 
tions can often be used to characterize the definable functions [6,27] or - if the model 
consists of dcpo’s - the limits of definable functions [32]. Hence we try to use them 
a priori (as in [20]) to construct a model in which all elements are limits of definable 
ones, so that we obtain full abstraction by the standard continuity argument. Although 
it is not clear whether this technique works for euery language, it is certainly not lim- 
ited to polymorphism and local variables; rather it is based on the close relationship 
between definability and full abstraction. 
Let us now briefly review the main concepts of an ALGOL-like language: Due to 
[5,8,30,37] it should be a simply typed, statically scoped call-by-name language which 
obeys the so-called stack discipline. The latter means that a location never survives 
the block in which it has been allocated; this is considered as a semantic principle 
and not as a matter of implementation. Finally, there should be a clear distinction 
between locations and storable values, and also between commands and expressions: 
Commands alter the store but do not return values, expressions return values but do 
not have (permanent) side effects on the store. 
In order to obtain our full abstraction result we had to include one somewhat unusual 
feature in the language ALG, namely the so-called snap back efict which goes back to 
a suggestion of J.C. Reynolds’: Inside the body of a function procedure, assignments 
to global variables are allowed, but after each call of such a procedure the store ‘snaps 
back’ to the contents which it had before the call, i.e. only a temporary side effect 
is caused by such an assignment. We will allow the snap back effect to occur in 
arbitrary (integer) expressions. For an At&oL-like language without snap back, our 
model definitely fails to be fully abstract, but our general techniques may well be 
suited for constructing a (different) fully abstract model for such an alternative language 
(Section 10). This is subject to further research. 
The snap back effect can be considered as unnatural for an ALGOL-like language, 
because it violates the singEe threadedness of state which usually holds for imperative 
languages: Whenever a state change occurs, the old state is no longer available and 
hence there is no way to backtrack to an earlier state. But from a theoretical point 
of view this same observation is quite useful: Including the snap back effect in our 
language allows us to study the nature of local variables in isolation from other issues 
like single threadedness. Hence it seems not only legitimate but even reasonable to 
have such a feature in our language. 
As another unusual feature we have included a parallel conditional. This operator 
often plays a prominent role in full abstraction proofs [26], but here it does not. If 
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we remove it from ALG then we still obtain a (different) fully abstract model with 
the same techniques as before (Section 10). The interesting point is that the parallel 
conditional may allow us to simplify our model definition, namely, to use only relations 
of arity d 2 of a particular shape (Conjecture 11). This would not only increase the 
‘tastefulness’ of our denotational model but it would also bring us closer to O’Hearn 
and Tennent’s parametric mnctor model [22]. Hence it may finally turn out that their 
model is also fully abstract for the second order subset of ALG. 
1.1. Preliminaries 
Sets and functions: Let A,B be sets. We write f : A 4 B (resp. f : A -+ B) to 
express that f is a total (resp. partial) function from A to B. (A 5 B) stands for the 
set of all total functions from A to B and Y’in(A) for the set of all finite subsets of A. 
If f,g:A-+B, C’CA, a,al,..., a, EA and bl,..., b, EB, then we write 
- dom( f) for the domain of f 
-- f 1 C for the restriction of f to C 
~ ,f‘\ a for the r estriction of f to (dam(f) \ {a}) 
- f xcg for f IC=gIC 
~ f[bi,. , b,/al,. . ,a,] or just f[b/E] for the function f’ : A w B with 
dom( f ‘) = dam(f) U {al,. . . , a,} 
1 
bi if a = LZ~ 
,f’a= fu ifaEdom(f’)\{u,,...,u,} 
Complete partial orders: Let (D, C) be a partial order. A set A CD is directed, if 
every finite set S C A has an upper bound in A. D is called directed complete (or a 
dcpo), if every directed set A CD has a least upper bound (Zub) in D. This least upper 
bound is denoted uD A or just u A. A function f : D + E between dcpo’s D and E 
is continuous, if ,f(U, A) = HE fA for every directed set A CD. (D 5 E) denotes 
the set of all continuous functions from D to E. 
1.2. Overview 
Our paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we define the syntax of our language 
ALG. In Section 3 we present a structural operational semantics. This semantics is 
interesting in its own because of the snap back effect and the parallel conditional. In 
Section 4 we introduce the general framework for our denotational semantics; it is 
essentially a reformulation of the definitions in [13]. Section 5 contains the particular 
denotational model which we need for obtaining full abstraction, and in Section 6 we 
prove that the model is computationally adequate. In Section 7 we illustrate how to 
use the denotational semantics for proving particular observational congruences, and 
in Section 8 we take a closer look at (the semantic domains for) types of order < 2. 
The Ml abstraction proof itself is contained in Section 9. Section 10 discusses some 
variants of the language ALG and Section 11 contains some open questions. 
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2. Syntax of the language ALG 
In the spirit of [7,30] we define our ALGOL-like language ALG as a subset of a simply 
typed il-calculus. Its types T are given by the grammar 
z ::= lot 1 CJ 
CT ::= 6 I(7 -+ 0) 
0 ::= iexp 1 cmd 
lot stands for ‘location’, iexp for ‘integer expression’ and cmd for ‘command’. We 
let Type denote the set of all types. The types a(# Zoc) are called procedure types. 
As usual, ‘--+’ associates to the right, hence every procedure type can be written as 
+ 8 with some k 2 0. We use zk + CJ as an abbreviation for 
> 0). The order ord(z) of a type z is defined by 
ord(loc) = 0 
ord(0) = 1 
ord(z + 0) = max(ord(z) + 1, ord(o)) 
It may come as a surprise that we assign the order 1 to the ground (!) types iexp 
and cmd. This does make sense, because - semantically - elements of type iexp 
and cmd will be functions which have the current store as an implicit parameter; 
in particular, elements of type iexp will be thunks in terms of the ALGOL jargon. 4 
From an operational point of view this means that parameters of type iexp (and cmd) 
are called by name, i.e. they are handled by /?-reduction. Thus we follow the view 
that call-by-name should be the main parameter passing mechanism for an ALGOL-like 
language. In addition we have parameters of type lot; they have been added as a mere 
convenience because we need identifiers of type lot as local variables. Intuitively, they 
may be considered as reference parameters, but technically they can also be handled 
by P-reduction because the only terms of type lot are location constants and variables. 
As usual, we assume that there is an infinite set Id’ of identifiers x’, y’,z’, . for 
every type z; the type superscripts will be omitted when the type is clear from the con- 
text. Identifiers of procedure type 0 are called procedure identi$ers, those of type lot 
are called location identi$ers or variables. This means that we use the word ‘variable’ 
in the sense of imperative programming languages and not in the (more general) sense 
of the il-calculus. We will preferably use y,z, . . . as procedure identifiers and x,x’, . . . 
as variables (or as generics for arbitrary identifiers). 
4 Put another way, cmd and iexp are the types of parameterless procedures and function procedures, corre- 
sponding to the ML-types (unit - unit) and (unit + int), and thus it is reasonable to assign the order 1 
to them. 
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The set of Auzi-constants c and the type of each constant are defined by 
1 
n 
succ,pred 
cant 
asgn 
skip 
condo 
se67 t1 
new0 
YC7 
pcond 
lot for every 1 E Lot (location constants) 
iexp for every n E Z (integer constants) 
iexp + iexp (successor and predecessor) 
lot + iexp (dereferencing) 
lot + iexp + cmd (assignment) 
cmd (empty command) 
iexp + 8 + 6 + t3 (conditional with zero test) 
cmd+0+6 (sequencing) 
(lot + 6) + 0 (new-operator) 
(0 + a) 4 (T (fixed point operator) 
iexp + iexp + iexp -+ iexp (parallel conditional with zero test) 
Terms M, N, P,. of ALG are just the well-typed J.-terms over the kc-constants with 
the restriction that the body of a J.-abstraction must not be of type lot, in other words: 
The sets ALG’ of ALG -terms of type r are inductively defined by 
c E ALG’ if c is a constant of type r (constant) 
xT E ALG’ (identifier) 
M E ALG~‘O A N E ALGA + (MN) E ALGO (application) 
M E ALGO + (/lx*.M) E ALG’-~ (i-abstraction) 
As usual, application associates to the left and the scope of a 3,-abstraction extends as 
far as possible to the right. 
We let Zocns(A4) stand for the set of locations which occur (as constants) in M and 
free(M) for the set of identifiers which occur free in M. M is closed if free(M) = a. 
M[x := N] is the term which is obtained from M by substituting N for each free 
occurrence of x (with the usual renaming of bound identifiers in order to avoid name 
clashes), and M[xt,. . , ,x,+ := Nt,. . .,Nk] or simply M[f := fl] is the term which is 
obtained by a simultaneous substitution. As further notation we use 
ALG; = {M E ALGA 1 locns(M) C L} 
C-ALG' = {M E ALG’ Ifree = 0) 
C-ALGA = {M E ALG’ Ifree = 0 A locns(M) g L} 
where L ranges over finite subsets of Lot. 
Finally, we define a program to be a term P E C-ALGA. Note that location constants 
(which may be thought of as explicit storage addresses) must not occur in programs at 
all. Terms with location constants will be useful for defining the operational semantics; 
besides that they will play a technical role in the full abstraction proof. 
We conclude this section by introducing some syntactic sugar. First, we generalize 
conditional, sequencing and new-operators to arbitrary procedure types: If r~ = ~1 + 
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. . . + rk + 6 (k > 1 ), then we let 
cond, =&f 2 yiexp,Z;T,Z;,X;‘, . . . ,X2. condo y (ZlX, . . . Xk) (~2x1 . . .Xk) 
seq, =def ~ycmd,Zo,Xf’ ,..., X;k.seqOy(zXI . ..Xk) 
new, ‘&f A ylOC+‘,xT1,. . .,x2. new0 (ox’““. yxxl . . .Xk) 
Besides that, we introduce some notation which looks more familiar for imperative 
languages, namely 
! M =&f cant M 
M := N =def aSgnMN 
M; N =&f seq,M N 
if M then N else P =def cond,M N P 
newx in M end =def new,(&*C.M) 
proc y”: M in N end=def(A y”.N)(Y,(ly”.M)) 
if M then N =&f if M then N else skip 
newx] ,..., x,, in M end=kfnewx, in . ..newx. in M end... 
In each case we insist that the term on the right hand side be already well-typed. Note 
that some of these constructs are defined more generally than in traditional imperative 
languages because 0 ranges over arbitrary procedure types. Finally we let R, or just 
0 stand for a diverging term of type 0, say a,, ‘&f Y6(3,yu. y). 
3. Operational semantics 
In this section we define a structural operational semantics [28] for our language 
ALG , i.e. we define a transition relation ‘--+’ on a set of (machine) configurations. 
Our definition of configurations is somewhat unusual, because the language ALG is not 
single threaded. 
In a single threaded language, a configuration can be defined to be a pair (M,ms) 
where - intuitively - ms is the current (marked) store and M is the term to be evaluated 
next. For the language ALG, single threadedness fails because of the snap back effect 
and the parallel conditional. The snap back effect forces us to keep book of earlier 
stores into which the computation might snap back after the evaluation of an integer 
expression. The parallel conditional forces us to make copies of the current store, 
because we do not want to allow any interaction between computations which run in 
parallel, hence we insist that each argument of the parallel conditional works on its 
own ‘private’ copy of the store. In order to handle both features together we define 
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the set of configurations K by 
K ::= (M,ms) 1 
succ K 1 pred K 1 
(usgn 1 K, ms) 1 (cond&bfN, ms) I 
.seq@4 I dealloce I K I 
pcondK, K2K3 
where M and N are closed terms. 
The rules for deriving transition steps between configurations are presented in 
Table 1. An auxiliary transition relation ‘+’ between closed ALG -terms is defined 
in Table 2. We explicitly distinguish between ‘-+’ and ‘+’ in order to emphasize 
that the operational semantics of an ALGOL-like language is naturally separated into 
two layers [8,9,30,38]: ‘+’ describes the purely functional layer, in which the only 
transition steps are P-reduction and recursion unfolding. ‘+’ describes the imperative 
layer, where transition steps can depend on the store and/or change the store. The only 
connection between the two layers is given by the (interaction)-rule of Table 2. 
Table I 
Rules for ‘+’ 
(succ-init) 
(succ-exec) 
(pred-init) 
(pred-exec) 
(cant) 
(asgn-init) 
(asgn-exec) 
(cond-init) 
(cond-left) 
(cond-right) 
(seq-init) 
(seq-finish) 
(new-init) 
(new-finish) 
(pcond-init) 
(pcond-left) 
(pcond-right) 
(pcond-par) 
(context) 
(succ M, ms) + succ (M, ins) 
succ(n,ms) + (n+l,ms) 
(pred M, ms) + pred (A4, ms) 
pred (n,ms) - (n- 1,ms) 
(cent I,ms) + (ms 1,ms) if 1 E dom(ms) 
(asgn 1 M, ms) + (asgn 1 (M, ms), ms) 
(asgn 1 (n. ms’), ms) + (skip, ms[n/l]) if 1 E dom(ms) 
(condoMNP, ms) -+ (condo(M, ms)NP, ms) 
(cond@(O, ms’)NP, ms) - (N, ms) 
(conde(n,ms’)NP, ms) + (P, ms) if n # 0 
(seq&N, ms) - seqO(M, ms)N 
seqO(skip, ms)N + (N, ms) 
(new&f,ms) + deallocn 1 (MI,ms[O/l]) if 1 = next(dom(ms)) 
deallocs 1 (c, ms) + (c,ms \ 1) if I E dom(ms) 
@condMNP, ms) + pcond (M, ms) (N, ms) (P, ms) 
pcond (0, ms) KI K2 --t KI 
pcond (n, ms) K1 K2 + K2 if n # 0 
pcond K (n, ms) (n, ms’) + (n, ms) 
K, + K: for i = I,...,n 
QKI,...,KI +E[K I I ,,...> &I 
Table 2 
Rules for ‘+’ and interaction 
(/I-reduction) 
(recursion) 
(application) 
(l,x’.M)N 4M[x := N] 
Y,M 4M(Y,M) 
M 4M’ 
MN +M’N 
(interaction) 
M 4M’ 
@f,ms) - W I ,ms) 
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In the (context)-rule we make use of the so-called evaluation contexts [38]. In our 
setting, an evaluation context E is a particular ‘configuration with at least one hole’ 
defined by 
E ::= succ[ ] \pred[ ] ] 
(aw I[ l,ms) I(con44 lm,ms) I 
seqO[ ]M 1 dealloce 1 [ ] ( 
pcon4 I[ I[ 1 I 
pcofid[ IF Ihms) IpcoM IhmsN 1 I 
pcond[ ](n,ms)(n’,ms’) with n # n’ 
As usual, [ ] specifies a hole, and E[Kl,. . . , K,,] denotes the configuration which is 
obtained by filling K,, . . . , K,, into the n holes of E. The intuition (expressed by the 
(context)-rule) is that an evaluation context E enforces the parallel evaluation of the 
configurations KI , . . . , K,, which are placed in its holes. 
With the aid of the transition relation ‘+’ we define the observable behavior of a 
program P to be the set 
beh(P) = { n 1 (P, msinit) 5 (n, mSinit >) 
where mSinit is the (unique) marked store with dom(msiHit) = 8 and ‘:’ denotes the 
reflexive transitive closure of ‘A’. We will see below, that beh(P) contains at most one 
element and that beh(P) = 8 if and only if the computation for (P,msi,it) diverges. But 
first we give a small example to illustrate this somewhat unusual operational semantics 
and in particular to illustrate the snap back effect. 
Example 3.1. Consider the program 
PEnewx in if x := 1; !x then 1 else !x end 
E newi,Xp(Ax’Oc. condi,,,(seq,,(asgnx 1) (contx)) 1 (contx)) 
We show that (P,msi,i,) 5 (O,msi,it). Let 1 = next@) and let [I : n] denote the 
marked store ms with dom(ms) = (2) and ms 1 = n. Then 
(P,msi,ir) + deallocl((lx.cond(seq(asgnx I)(contx)> 1 (contx))Z,[l: 01) 
+ dealloc 1 (cond (seq (asgn 11) (cant 1)) 1 (cant I), [l : 01) 
+ dealloc 1 (cond (seq(asgn 11) (cant 1), [I : 01) 1 (cant l), [I : 01) 
5 dealloc 1 (cond (1, [I : 11) 1 (cant l), [l : 01) 
+ dealloc 1 (cant 1, [1 : 01) 
+ dealloc l(0, [I : 01) 
+ (0, msinil) 
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where ‘5’ follows by the (context)-rule from 
(seq(asgn1 l)(contZ),[l: 01) + seq(asgnZl,[l: O])(contl) 
+ seq(asgnZ(l,[I: O]),[l: O])(contl) 
+ seq (skip, [I : 11) (cant I) 
+ (contI,[I : 11) 
-+ (I,[1 : 11) 
Note that the marked store [I : 0] is duplicated in the third step of the computa- 
tion and that the first copy of [2 : 0] is changed to [1 : l] by the evaluation of 
seq (asgn I 1) (conf I). But then the computation snaps buck to (the second copy of) 
[1 : 01, and thus the evaluation of cant 1 finally delivers 0. 
We conclude this section by proving some useful properties of our operational se- 
mantics, in particular we want to show that “computations do not get stuck”. To this 
end we will prove that all configurations which occur during the evaluation of a pro- 
gram have a certain reasonable shape: For 6 E {iexp, cmd} and L E Y,in(LOc) we 
define the sets Conf: inductively by 
~ M E C-ALGA A dom(ms) = L + (M, ms) E Conj’f 
- K E Conf:“’ =+ succ K,pred K E Conf Fp 
- K E Conf?’ A 1 E L A dom(ms) = L =+ (usgn 1 K,ms) E ConfErn’ 
- K E Conf y A M,N E C-ALGA A dom(ms) = L 
+ (cond&MN, ms) E Conf f 
- K E Conf im”” A M E C-ALGA + seq,KM E Conff 
~ K E Conf t A 1 E L + deulloce IK E Conf$i,r 
- K1,K2,K3 E Confy + pcond KI KzK3 E Conf p 
We say that a configuration is consistent if it is contained in one of the sets Conff . 
Intuitively, a consistent configuration is ‘well-typed’ and does not contain any dangling 
references [15,16]. The latter means that every location which occurs in a consistent 
configuration is ‘active’ in the sense that it is contained in the domain of the corre- 
sponding marked store and hence a computation will never get stuck because of the 
restriction ‘I E dom(ms)’ in the rules (cant) or (asgn-exec). This is just a particular 
instance of 
Theorem 3.2 (Properties of the operational semantics). (i) The transition relations 
‘a’ und ‘+’ are partial functions. 
(ii) If M E c-ALGA and M +M’ then M’ E C-ALG;. If K E Conf i and K + K’ 
then K’ E Conf;. 
(iii) K E Conf$“p is in normal form ifs it is of the form (n,ms). K E Conf p” is 
in normal form ifs it is of the ,form (skip,ms). 
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(i) means that all computations are deterministic, (ii) means that transition steps pre- 
serve types and consistency, and together with (iii) this implies that each computation 
which starts with a consistent configuration K E Conf! either diverges or terminates 
with a ‘proper result’ (c,ms) E Confi. As (P, msinit) E Conf 7 for every program P, 
this implies in particular that the evaluation of a program can never get stuck; it either 
diverges or terminates with a unique result of the form (n,msi,it). Note that the final 
configuration (n,msi,,if) does not contain any garbage, because our operational seman- 
tics explicitly follows the stack discipline: Every location which is allocated upon block 
entry by rule (new-init) is eventually deallocated upon block exit by rule (new-finish), 
and thus - in contrast to the situation in a call-by-value language [ 15,161 - a location 
never survives the block in which it has been allocated. 
Proof. (i) is omitted. It is a routine argumentation about the applicability of rules. 
(ii) The first part is obvious, because a transition step M -DM’ cannot create any 
new location constants. The second part is proved by induction on the derivation of 
K + K’. We consider a few cases in which locations play a role; the proofs for the 
remaining cases are absolutely straightforward. 
Case 1: K E (asgn I (n,ms’),ms) + K’ E (skip, ms[n/Z]) by rule (asgn-exec) 
Then 1 E dom(ms) and we obtain 
K E Conf;& + dom(ms) = L 
+ dom(ms[n/Z]) = L 
+ K’ E Conf imd 
Case 2: K E (new& ms) + K’ z dealloc~ I (MI, ms[O/Z]) by rule (new-init) 
Here we have Z = next(dom(ms)) and thus we obtain 
K E Conf; =+ M E C-ALGA" A dom(ms) = L (hence Z #L) 
=SMZ E C-hG;q,) A dom(ms[O/Z]) = L U {I} 
* WZ, mW4) E W&fl) 
Case 3: K E deallocs Z(c,ms) -+ K’ E (c,ms \ I) by rule (new-finish) 
Again 1 E dom(ms) and hence 
K E Conff+dom(ms)=LU{Z} AZ@L 
+ dom(ms \ I) = L 
=+ K’ E Conf; 
(iii) The ‘if’-parts are obvious from the rules; ‘only if is proved by induction on 
the structure of K: Assume that K E Confi is not of the form (n,ms) or (skip,ms). 
Case 1: K = (A4,ms) 
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From the definition of Conff it follows that M E C-AX! and dom(ms) = L. By 
assumption, A4 is not a constant, and as 8 is a ground type, A4 cannot be a A-abstraction 
as well, hence it must be an application which can be written as M E M&i . hfk 
(k > 1) where MO is not an application. If MO is a A-abstraction or a fixed point 
operator, then M -oM’ for some M’ E C-ALGA, hence K -+ (M’,ms). Otherwise, MO 
must be a constant c $ Y,, and then one of the (init)-rules applies in each case. For 
example, if MO E asgn, then K must be of the form (asgn IMz,ms) with 1 E L = 
dom(ms), hence K 4 (asgn 1 (MS, ms), ms) by rule (asgn-init). The argumentation for 
the remaining constants is similar. 
Case 2: K = E[K’], where E does not start with ‘pcond’ 
If K’ 4 K” then K + E[K”] by the (context)-rule. If K’ is in normal form, then one 
of the other rules of Table 1 can be applied. For example, if E = (asgn I[ ],ms), then 
K’ E Confy and I E L = dom(ms), hence K’ = (n,ms’) by induction hypothesis 
and this implies K = (asgn 1 (n, ms’), ms) + (skip, ms[n/l]). The argumentation for the 
remaining evaluation contexts is similar. 
Case 3: K = pcondK1 KzK3 
Here either the (context)-rule or one of the (pcond)-rules can be applied, depending 
on which of the configurations K,, K2, K3 are in normal form. 0 
4. A Cartesian closed category 
In this section we define the general framework for our denotational semantics. The 
intuition is, that every function in the denotational model should only have access to 
some fixed finite set of locations. Hence we would like to identify - for every type 
z and every L E ?en(Loc) - a dcpo [[rjL of ‘elements of type r which only have 
access to L’ and then define [r] as the union of the dcpo’s [[r&. From this intuition it 
should be clear that [r& C[r&, whenever L c L’ and that [r]l itself need not be a dcpo 
(because a sequnece of functions which have access to more and more locations may 
have a limit which has access to infinitely many locations). This is the motivation for 
Definition 4.1. Let ( W, d ) be a directed set (of ‘worlds’ w). 
(1) A W-locally complete partial order ( W-lcpo) is a partial order (D, L) together 
with a family of subsets (Dw)we~ such that D = UwE W D, and for all v, w E W 
_ u<w+D,.cD, 
_ if d CD,. is directed, then u, A exists and is contained in D,&, (hence it is also the 
lub in D,,, i.e. (Dw, &) is a dcpo) 
D is called pointed, if it has a least element which is contained in all D,. 
(2) A function f : D + E between W-lcpos D and E is called locally continuous 
if (f 1 D,,) E (D,,, 5 E,) for every w E W. 
Note that every finite subset S of a W-lcpo D is entirely contained in one of the 
dcpo’s D,, because W is directed and v < w implies D, CD,. This implies in turn 
that every locally continuous function f : D + E is monotone on the whole of D. 
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For every directed set W, we let W-LCPO denote the category whose objects are W- 
lcpos and whose morphisms are locally continuous functions. It can be easily checked 
that this is indeed a category. 
Theorem 4.2 (W-LCPO is a ccc). The category W-LCPO is Cartesian closed The 
terminal object T, the product D x E and the exponent (D --) E) of two W-lcpos D 
and E are dejined by 
0) T, = (0) 
T = (0) 
(ii) (D x E)w = D, x E, 
D x E = U,&D x E)w with the componentwise order on pairs 
(iii) (D -+ E)w = {f : D + E 1 ‘dv 2 w. (f ID,) E (0” $ E,)} 
(D 4 E) = Uw&’ + Ehv with the pointwise order on functions 
Projection morphisms and pairing, evaluation morphisms and currying and the unique 
morphisms to the terminal object are defined as usual. 
The experienced reader certainly realizes the similarity with a mnctor category, in 
particular (iii) looks like functor exponentiation [36]. Indeed, a W-lcpo D can be 
considered as a functor from the category W to the category DCPO of dcpo’s and 
continuous functions, which maps every morphism f : v -+ w in W to the inclusion 
map i : D, + D, (which is continuous, because uD, A = uD A = uD,, A for every 
directed set A GD,). The locally continuous functions between two W-lcpos then cor- 
respond exactly to the natural transformations between the functors, and exponentiation 
in W-LCPO corresponds to functor exponentiation. Hence W-LCPO can be identified 
with a full subcategory of the functor category (W =S DCPO) which has the same 
terminal object, products and exponents as (W + DCPO) itself. 
We omit the proof of Theorem 4.2, because the category W-LCPO is not sufficient 
for our purposes. We are aiming for a denotational model in which the function types 
[r + al contain only those locally continuous functions which preserve certain (log- 
ical) relations. To this end we must add ‘relation structure’ to the W-lcpos and then 
refine the definition of the exponent (D + E). 
Definition 4.3. A W-sorted (relation) signature is a family C = (C;),,,,,, of sets 
C,W such that for all m, n E N and v, w E W 
rn#n*ZLnZz=B, v<w~z;>c,” 
An element r E Z, is called a relation symbol of arity n. We use the abbreviations 
&J =def w)$;> C” ‘def U Cy, c ‘def u &I 
n+zN PIEN 
As we will make extensive use of tuples and relations, we introduce some shorthand 
notation for them: A vector d’ stands for a tuple (d,, . . . ,d,) E D”, where D and 
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n are known from the context. A term T(d, Z, . . .) containing vectors d’, Z, . . . of the 
same length n stands for (T(di,ei,. . .), . . ., T(d,,e,, . )). This notation is generalized 
as usual to sets of tuples, i.e. to relations: If R,S are relations of the same arity n, 
then T(R,S,. .) stands for the set {r(a,Z,. . .) 1 d’ E R, e’ E S,. . .}. Finally, 6”D or just 
6D denotes the diagonal {(d,..., d) 1 d E D} 50”. A few typical examples for this 
notation are 
_fd’ for (fdl,...,fd,) 
12 for (fldl,...,J‘,&) 
fR for {(fdl,...,fd,)I(dl,...,d,) ER} 
.7R for {(fldl,...,fnd,)l(dl,...,dn) E R} 
](6D) for {(fld, . > fnd) I d E D} 
RS for {(fldl ,...,fndn)l(fl, . . ..fn) E R, (dl,...,d,) E S} 
Definition 4.4. Let C be a W-sorted signature. 
(1) A W-I-lcpo is a pair (D,Y), where D is a W-lcpo and .Y is a function which 
maps every Y E C, to a relation Y(r) C D” such that for all w E W 
~ rECW+6”D,c9(r) 
- Y(r) n 0; is closed under least upper bounds of directed sets 
(D, 9) is called pointed if the underlying W-lcpo D is pointed. 
(2) A function f : D + E between W-Z-lcpos (D, *YD) and (E,Y’) is called a 
C-homomorphism if f(Yb(r)) C YE(r) for all r E C. 
Note that the relations Y(r) are themselves pointed whenever (D,Y) is pointed, 
because r E C,W implies (I,. . . , I) E 6”D, c Y(r). 
For every directed set W and W-sorted signature C, we let W-C-LCPO denote the 
category whose objects are W-Z-lcpos and whose morphisms are locally continuous 
Z-homomorphisms. Again, it can be easily checked that this is a category. 
Theorem 4.5 (W-I-LCPO is a ccc). The category W-C-LCPO is Cartesian closed. 
The terminal object T, the product D x E and the exponent (D + E) of two W-C- 
lcpos D and E are dejined by 
6) T, = {0}, T = {0}, Y(r) = (0)” ifr E C, 
(ii) (D x E),+ = D, x E, 
D x E = UwE &D x E>w with the componentwise order on pairs 
XDxE(r) = (~D(r),~E(r))(={((dl,el),...,(d,,e,))IaE~~(r),e’E.fE(r)}) 
(iii) (D + E)w = {f : D + E I Vu 3 w.(f I DG) E (DU 5 E,) 
A Vr E C”. f(.Yb(r)) C F(r)} 
(D ---) E) = U,&D + E)w with the pointwise order on functions 
Y(D+E)(r) = {f 1 T(YD(r)) C X”(r)} 
Projection morphisms and pairing, evaluation morphisms and currying and the unique 
morphisms to the terminal object are dejmed as usual. 
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Proof. The proofs for the terminal object and the product are straightforward, hence we 
only consider the exponent. We must first show that (D 4 E) is a well-defined W-C- 
lcpo. Obviously, (D -+ E) is a partial order and u < w implies (D -+ E)u G(D + E),, 
because Cv 2 Cw in this case. For the remaining steps it is sufficient to show that for 
all w E W and Y E C, 
(1) if A C(D --+ E),,, is directed, then f : D + E with f d = u A d is a well-defined 
function in (D + E)w (hence it is the lub of A in D); 
(2) if Y E C” then #‘(D + E)++ C Y@+@(r); 
(3) if A G Y(D+E)(r) n (D + E)“, is directed, then u A E Y(D+E)(r). 
The proofs are straightforward and are left to the reader. It remains to be shown that 
(D -+ E) is indeed the exponent of D and E in the category W-C-lcpo. To this end 
we prove that 
(4) the function 
eval:(D+E)xD+E 
evalfd- fd 
is a locally continuous Z-homomorphism, and 
(5) if C is a W-C-lcpo and f : C XD + E is a locally continuous C-homomorphism, 
then the function 
/If :C+(D+E) 
/If cd = f (c,d) 
is well-defined and is a locally continuous C-homomorphism. 
Proof of (4): For every w E W, eval ((D -+ E)w x 0,) = (D + E)w D, GE,, and 
the restriction of eval to (D + E)w x D, is continuous, because lub’s are defined point- 
wise on (D + E),+ and because every f E (D + E)w is continuous on D,. Moreover, 
eval (9@+E)xo(r)) = eval (Y(D’E)(r), J@(r)) = @+@(r) (S@(r)) C Y(r) for ev- 
ery r E C. 
Proof of (5): Let f : C x D + E be a locally continuous Z-homomorphism, let 
w E W and c E C,. If u B w, then /if CD, = f ({c} x D,) s f (C, x D,)CE, and 
Af c 1 D, is continuous because f 1 C, x D, is continuous. Moreover, /if c (YD(r)) = 
f (c,YO(r)) G f (6 Cw,XD(r)) C f (F(r),YD(r)) C f (YcxD(r)) 5 YE(r) for all r E 
C”‘. This shows that Af c E (D --f E),. Hence /if is a well-defined function which 
maps C, to (D 4 E)w for every w E W. The restriction of Af to each C, is 
continuous, because f is continuous on C, x {d} for every d E D and because lub’s are 
defined pointwise on (D -+ E),. Finally, Af (@(r))(SD(r)) = f (9c(r),4D(r)) = 
f (YCxD(r)) csE(r), i.e. Af(9c(r))c9(D*E)(r) for every r E C. 0 
We finally remark that (D + E) is pointed whenever E is pointed: If 1,s is the least 
element of E, then (Ad E D.&) E (D -+ E),,, for all w E W because -Ls E E, for 
all w E W and (_Ls,...,ls) E nwEW 6”E, C: 9E(r) for all r E Z. Together with the 
following theorem this guarantees that enough fixed point operators will be contained 
in our denotational model. 
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Theorem 4.6 (Least fixed point operators). Let D he a pointed W-Z-icpo and let ,f’ E 
(D + D). Then f has a least fixed point pf E D, which can he characterized as 
usual by 
Moreotier, the least fixed point operator 
is a locally continuous Z-homomorphism. 
Proof. Let f E (D + D)+,,. As (f ] D,) E (D, 5 D,), we know that UnEN f‘“i 
exists and is the least fixed point of f in D,. But then it is also its least fixed point 
in D, because - by monotonicity of f - f”l_ C d for every other fixed point d. 
This shows already that PD maps (D + D)w to D, for every w E W. Moreover, ,UD 
is continuous on every (D -+ D)w because it is the pointwise lub of the functions 
if..f"l (n E N), which are continuous on (D --t D),+ by Theorem 4.5. Finally, 
let r E C, and i E @‘+D)(r). Then f 1, _ . . , fm E D, for some w E W, hence ~ 
by induction on n - (f;_L,. . ., fiA_) E YD(r) n DE for all n E N, and this implies 
/.@I E ~~“(~). 0 
W-C-LCPO is the category in which we will define our denotational model (with 
an appropriate choice of W and Z). It has a certain similarity with a category of 
‘parametric firnctors and natural transformations’ [22,23], and indeed we succeeded 
to prove a connection: Let G-9 be the reflexive graph with vertex category DCPO as 
defined in [22]. Then - for every W-sorted signature C - we can define a reflexive 
graph YV with vertex category W such that W-C-LCPO can be identified with a full 
subcategory of the parametric functor category (%- + $8) which has the same terminal 
object, products and exponents as (-Iy- + 9) itself. We do not want to elaborate on 
this any further because it seems like a purely technical insight. 
5. Denotational semantics 
We will now use the techniques of Section 4 to define a denotational semantics for 
ALG . Of course we choose 
(WY G 1 = &dLoc), C) 
as the directed set of worlds, but the question remains how to define a W-sorted sig- 
nature C which serves our purposes. The basic idea is the same as for our PCF-model 
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in [32] 5 : In order to achieve full abstraction we try to keep the denotational model 
‘as small as possible’ and to this end we try to make the relation signature ‘as large 
as possible’. For the purely functional language PCF this was easy to achieve. We 
simply used all relations on the flat ground type of integers which are preserved by 
the meanings of the first order PCF-constants. This worked out, because all relations 
on a flat dcpo are automatically closed under lub’s of directed sets (as required in 
Definition 4.4) and because the only higher order PCF-constants are fixed point op- 
erators. For the imperative language ALG the situation is more difficult, because the 
ground types I[iexplj and [cmdl will certainly be not flat. Thus, in order to transfer 
the ideas of [32] to the ALG setting, we first introduce an additional semantic layer 
of flat dcpo’s below the ground types [Tiexp] and [cmd], and on this new layer we 
define certain auxiliary functions, which are closely related to the intended meanings 
of the ALG -constants. 
To begin with, we define the set Stores of stores s by 
Stores = U StoresL 
LEW 
where 
StoresL = {s : Lot +Z(vlELoc\L.sl=0} 
Note that a store s - in contrast to a marked store ms - is a total function which 
delivers 0 for all but finitely many locations. Working with total instead of partial 
functions is a technical trick which makes our denotational semantics somewhat simpler. 
Now let r = {loc,int,sto}, where int (= ‘integer’) and sto (= ‘store’) are auxiliary 
symbols. We use sto =+ int and sto + sto as alternative notation for iexp and cmd. 
For every y E r we define a dcpo D’ by 
D”’ = Lot (discrete dcpo ) 
Din’ = ZI, Dsto = Stores1 (flat dcpo’s) 
We write I, for the bottom element of DY (if we want to be precise about y) and id, 
for the identity on DY. The set A UX of auxiliary functions is then defined by 
A UX = { Const,, Succ, Pred, Cont, Asgn, Cond./, Pcond 1 n E Z, y # lot} 
where 
0 Cons& : DS’O ~ Din’, Const, s = 
I ifs=1 
n otherwise 
5 There are some purely technical differences between [32] and the new approach which we use here, e.g. 
we did not speak of a ‘signature’ in [32] and we used an extensional collapse for the model construction 
instead of defining a Cartesian closed category. We ignore these technical issues here, because they have 
nothing to do with the difference between PCF and ALG but only with the particular presentation of the 
model. 
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. Succ : Din’ + Din’, Succd = 
I ifd=I 
d + 1 otherwise 
. Pred : Dint + Din’, Pred d = 
I ifd=I 
d - 1 otherwise 
. Cant : D’“’ + Ds’O -+ DLnt, Cont Is = 
I ifs=1 
s 1 otherwise 
. /@,, : D’OC ~ Din’ ---) DS’O ---) DS’O, Asgnlds = 
I ifd=Iors=l 
s[d/l] otherwise 
I ifb=_L 
l Cond;, : Din’ -+fl +DY __,DY, Cond,,bdldl = dl if b = 0 
d2 otherwise 
I if b = I and 
l Pcond : Din’ ---f Dill’ ~ Din’ ~ Dill’, Pcond bdld2 = 
di #d2 
dl if b = 0 
dl otherwise 
With the aid of these auxiliary functions we can now- define the signature Z. The 
relation symbols of C are the so-called ground relations. A ground relation of urity 
n is simply a triple R = (R’),Q- such that R;’ C(DY)n for every y E r. We say that a 
function f : IY’ --f . . . 4 D’” + LY preserves the ground relation R if fR:” . . R;‘” C R:‘. 
Finally, we let C = (Z’f;)~~w,~~rm where Zi is the set of all ground relations R of arity 
n such that 
(a) every f E A UX preserves R 
(b) G”(Loc\L’) CR”’ for some L’ E W with L nL’ = 8 (i.e. RIO” contains a cofinite 
part of the diagonal 8’Loc which includes FL) 
(c) (hJ>~~~ > Oslo) E Rx” (and hence (lint,. , lint) E R’“’ by (a)) 
Note that C is indeed a W-sorted signature, because L CL’ implies Cf; > If;‘. The 
motivation for choosing this particular signature C is as follows: Condition (a) will 
guarantee that I[nj, ~succ~, ([predl], [rcont& [asgnj, [condHj and [Ipcondl] are C-homo- 
morphisms. Together with (b) this will imply that every R E IL is preserved by the 
functions [[ContJj 1 and [asgnl] 1 not only for all 1 E L but also for all but finitely 
many 1 $ L. The latter will play a role in the proof that the meanings of the new- 
operators are C-homomorphisms. Finally, (c) will be needed for handling the fixed 
point operators. Altogether these are the necessary conditions for C, if we want to 
define a denotational semantics for ALG in the category W-C-LCPO. This means that 
we have indeed chosen the ‘largest possible’ signature Z for our purposes, and thus 
we can hope for a full abstraction proof along the lines of [32]. 
With the definition of W and 1 we have fixed the category in which we want to 
define our denotational model. The next step is to associate an object of this category 
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with each type. For every type r we define a W-C-lcpo I[rJ = (D’,P) by 
-@GL Dtoc = Lot (as before) &‘C(R) = R“‘C 
- D?+ = {f : DstO --f DJ’I fRstoCRY for all R E CL} 
DSfO=+Y=ULEWD~=+ with the pointwise order on functions 
F’“‘Y(R) = {f E (DSfo*)‘)n 1]Rsto CRY} if R E C, 
- IIT + all = (U~ll -+ %oll) as defined in Theorem 4.5 
It can be easily checked that the first two clauses indeed define W-C-lcpos, in 
particular DyJy is always closed under lub’s of directed sets, because every RY is 
(trivially) closed under lub’s of directed sets. Note also that [al is pointed for every 
procedure type g (by a straightforward induction on a). We write -L, for the bottom 
element of [al and id, for the identity on [Ton. 
The reader may have realized that the ground types [iexpn = [sto + intjj and 
[cmdjj = [sto + stoj have a certain similarity with our function types (Theorem 4.5) 
in that they consist of relation preserving functions. Hence the question may arise 
whether our model definition can be simplified by introducing sto and int as ground 
types and defining iexp and cmd as function types (sto + int) and (sto + sto). Un- 
fortunately this is not possible. There is no way to define a W-C-lcpo Usto] such that 
[cmd] (as defined above) coincides with the exponent (Usto] + [sto]). O’Heam and 
Temrent have occasionally used ‘contra-exponentiation’ instead of ordinary exponenti- 
ation to overcome this difficulty [35,21], but for our purposes it doesnot seem worth 
to introduce such an extra concept; the above ad hoc definition of [iexpj and [cmd] 
is entirely sufficient. 
We follow usual mathematical convention and use [TrjJ not only as a notation for 
the W-C-lcpo (DT,4’) but also for the underlying W-lcpo (or the partial order or the 
set) D”, hence [Z~L denotes the dcpo 0:. Moreover, we use R’ as an abbreviation for 
Y(R). As immediate consequences of the definitions in Section 4 we then obtain the 
following ‘reasoning principles’ which will be frequently used throughout the rest of 
the paper. 
(1) [r + aJJL l[rJJLI c[onL/ whenever L C L’ 
(2) fR’ CR’ whenever f E UT + o]L and R E CL 
(3) Rr-+“= - {f E [r + 01” 1 jRT & Rg} whenever R E C, 
Reasoning principle (1) is equivalent to 
(1’) [7 + 6jL urnLI cuOnL.uLj for all L,L’ E W 
which can be rephrased in more intuitive terms as 
“A procedure call fd can only have access to those locations to which 
either the procedure f E l[z + c-r] or the parameter d E [z] has access”. 
For (2) we do not (yet) have such an intuitive formulation, because our current def- 
inition of the sets CL is very technical, but we will come back to this in a moment. 
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(3) means that the family (RT&rYPe is a logical relation [ 181 for every R E C. Logical 
relations are known to be a useful tool for reasoning about A-terms [6,20,27,32,34]. 
We finally define the support of an element d E I[zJ to be the set 
One may wonder whether d E [Z]xupp(d), i.e. whether there is a smullest set L with 
d E [z&. We have not examined this question, as it is irrelevant for our purposes. 
As mentioned above, we are not yet satisfied with our current, rather technical char- 
acterization of the signature C. It is well suited for the full abstraction proof (especially 
for the proof of Theorem 9.3), but for other purposes - like proofs of particular ob- 
servational congruences - a more concrete description of C would certainly be useful. 
Unfortunately, we have not found a (tasteful) concrete description of the full signature 
J?, but instead we have identified the following ‘sub-signature’, which seems to be 
sufficient for proving all observational congruences (cf. Section 7 and Conjecture 11). 
Definition 5.1. Let L E IV. An n-ary ground relation R is called L-dejinahlr, if there 
is a relation RL C(L 5 Z)n such that 
R”” = {I}” U {S’E Stores” / (s’l L) E RL A s’(G”(Loc \ L)) c S”Z} 
R’O” zx {i E (@)” I Co& iR”‘O c Rin’ A Asgn iRin’ Rs’* C Rst”} 
Note that every L-definable ground relation R is uniquely determined by RstO or even 
by RL and that - on the other hand - every set S C(L A Z>n determines an L- 
definable ground relation R with RL =S. We let DEFf; denote the set of all L-definable 
ground relations of arity n and OUTf; = UL,EW ,,LnL,zO DEFf;’ the set of those which 
are definable outside L. Note that OUTf; 2 OUT;’ whenever L 2 L’, hence OUT = 
(O~Tbv,n~rm is itself a W-sorted signature. 
Theorem 5.2 (A sub-signature of C). OUTf; C Cf; for every L E W und n E N. 
Proof. Let R E DEFf;’ for some L’ E W with L I- L’ = 0. Then (I,. . . ,1_) E R”‘“, and 
it is easy to see that every function f E AUX preserves R. Hence it is sufficient to 
show that G”(Loc \ L’) & R”‘. 
Let I E Lot \ L’, let s’ E R”‘O, d’ E Rin’, e’ = Contls’and ? = Asgnl~?. If 
s’ = (I ,..., I), then e’ = (I ,..., I) E R’“‘. Otherwise Z = 21 E 6”Z cRin’. If 
d’ = (i,..., I) or s’ = (I ,..., I), then ? = (I ,..., _L) E R”‘. Otherwise (F] L’) = 
(s’l L’) E RLI, il = d’ E PZ and il’ = s’l’ E 8’72 for all 1’ E Lot\ L’ with 1’ # 1, hence 
again i E R”‘. Thus we have proved that Cont 1 RstO CR’*’ and Asgn 1 RintRstV C R”‘“, 
i.e. (I,..., 1) E R”‘. 0 
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As immediate consequences of Theorem 5.2 we obtain 
- fRsto C RY whenever f E [sto + y& and R E OUTL 
- fRz C Ra whenever f E [z + U]L and R E OUTL 
In more intuitive terms both can be summarized as 
“A procedure f E [a& preserves all relations which are definable outside L.” 
This is the most important reasoning principle for proving observational congruences 
(Section 7) as well as other, more general properties of our denotational model like 
Theorem 5.3 below. A particular instance of this reasoning principle is obtained by 
permutations of locations: Let cp : Lot 4 Lot be a finite permutation, i.e. a bijective 
function whose ‘support’ Supp(cp) =def (1 E Lot 1 cp I # I} is finite. Then we define 
R, E DEFY(‘) by 
RS,‘O = {1}* U {(s,s o cp) 1 s E Stores} 
In order to see that R, is indeed Supp(cp)-definable, note that it can be rewritten as 
RF = {1}* U {s’ E Stores* 1 ‘dl E Supp(q).sl(cp Z) = ~21 A s1 =LOc\suPP(,+,p) s2} 
and that cp(Supp(cp)) = Supp(cp). If we finally let Fix(L) denote the set of all finite 
permutations cp : Lot + Lot which leave the locations of L fixed (i.e. those with 
L n Supp(cp) = 0), then we have 
cp E Fix(L) + R, E OUT:: 
We will now make use of these new relations in order to prove some important 
properties of the domains [a] with ord(a) = 1. But first we extend the notation for 
function application, function coincidence and for the variant of a function to bottom 
elements by defining 
I,,0 1 = J-in, for all I E Lot 
I,,, =L &I for all L E W 
s[d/Z] = I,,, if s = I,,, or d = lint 
Theorem 5.3 (Properties of the first order domains). Let L E W, s,s’ E Stores, I,, . . . , 
1, E Lot (m 2 0) and cp E Fix(L). Then 
(i) If f E [Q, then f I = 1. 
(ii) If f E I[iexp]L, then s =L s’ + fs = fs’. 
(iii) Zf f E [cmd&,, then fs # I + fs =LOc\L s and s =L s’ + fs =L fs’. 
(iv) Zf f E IIZocm --+ iexpjjL, then f(cpl,)...(cpZ,)s= fll...Z,(socp). 
(v) Iff E [Zoc" + cmdl]l, then f(cpZ,) . ..(qZ.)s = (fZ, . ..Z.(SO cp))o cp-l. 
Note that by (ii) and (iii), a function f E [6]L is uniquely determined by its restriction 
f 1 StoresL. Intuitively, (ii) means that f E [iexpjL cannot read on locations outside 
L, (iii) means that f E [cmdJL can neither read nor write outside L and (iv) and 
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(v) mean that a function f E [lot” --f QJL behaves uniformly on locations outside L. 
Taking into account that two stores can only be different on a finite set of locations, 
we can reformulate (ii) and (iii) as 
(ii’) If f E [iexp& and 1 E Lot \ L, then f (s [n/l]) = fs for all n E Z. 
(iii’) If f E [[cmdj~ and 1 E Lot \ L, then f(s[n/l]) = (.fs)[n/l] for all n E Z. 
Proof. We prove (i), (iii) and (v); the proofs for (ii) and (iv) are similar. 
(i) Let H = sto ==+ y and f E [lo&. Consider the unary ground relation R with 
R’Oc = Lot R”‘* = {lsto} and Rin’ = {lint}. R is clearly preserved by all f E A UX 
and S’Loc ‘c RIO’, hence R E CL. This implies fRyto CR’ and hence f I,,,, = I:.. 
(iii) Let 7 E [cmdnL. 
If s E Stores and I E Lot \ L, then let R E DEF{” be defined by R”‘* = {I-} u {t E 
Stores 1 t 1 = s I}. Clearly s E R”” and f R”” C R”‘” because R E OUTL. This implies 
f s E RstO, hence fs = I or f s 1 = s 1. Thus we have proved that ,fs # I implies 
J‘s =Lor\L s. 
If s,.s’ E Stores with s =L s’, then there is some L’ E W with L n L’ = @ and 
s =L~~\~I s’. Let R E DEF$’ with R”‘O = {i}’ U {? E Stores2 1 tl =Loc\L~ t2). Then 
(s, s’) E RSf” and f R”” C RstO because R E OUTL. This implies (f s, ,fs’) E RSf”, hence 
fs =L J’s’. 
(v) Let f E [Tloc” + cmd&. We know that R, E OUT:, and it is easy to see 
that (ql,l) E RF for all 1 E Lot, hence (f(cpll)...(cpl,)s,flI . ..l.(s o cp)) E 
fR;“. . RFR$(’ 5 R$ i.e. f(cpll)...(cpl,)s=(fl~...l,(socp))oq~’. 
We now conclude the definition of the denotational semantics by assigning meanings 
to the constants. We make extensive use of the auxiliary functions in the following 
definition. This does not only lead to a compact notation but it will also be helpful for 
later purposes. For every ALc-constant c we define the meaning [cl by 
[in E D”’ bnn : pto --f DUlt 
[rin = i [n] = Const, 
[[succjl : [iexp] - D”” + Dint [Tpredl] : [iexpJj --f D”‘” + D”” 
usuccnfs = SUCC(~~) [prednfs = Pred (f’s) 
[contn : [lot] + DSto -+ Dint [asgnJj : [loci] + EiexpJj ---) D”” 4 D”‘” 
[rcontj = Cont [rasgnn Ifs = Asgn 1 (fs)s 
([skip] : LFYto -+ Dst* 
[skip] s = s 
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pE?Wjexp] : [lot -+ iexpj + W’” + Din’ 
I[newi,Xp]fs = f 1 (Asgn 1 OS) , with 1 = next (supp (f)) 
[new,,dJ : [lot -+ cmdj + Dsto + D”’ 
[new,dnfs = Asgn 1 (Cont 1 s) (f 1 (Asgn 1 OS)) with 1 = next (supp (f)) 
mn: b + on + bn 
mn = pFol 
[pcondn : [iexpn + [iexpn + [iexpn + D”” + Din’ 
[pcondjj bfg s = Pcond (bs) (fs) (gs) 
Note that the fixed point operators ~L[~J are (well-defined) locally continuous Z- 
homomorphisms by Theorem 4.6, hence [YC] E [(a -+ (r) + one for every procedure 
type O. The meanings of the other constants are also well-defined, but it remains to be 
proved that they are ‘contained in the model’, i.e. that I[c] E [r] for every constant 
c of type r. The first step into this direction is to show that the particular choice 
of 1 in the clauses for [newi,,n and I[newcmdn does not play a role, i.e. instead of 
1 = next (supp(f)) we can use any arbitrary location I 6 supp (f). This will be needed 
in Proposition 5.6 for proving the local continuity of the new-operators. 
Proposition 5.4. For every 1 E Lot \ supp (f) we have 
Unwexpllfs =f 1 (s P/U > 
D~wC,dllf~ = (f 1 (s WI)> b WI 
Proof. We only consider [newC&], the proof for [newiexpjj is similar. Let L E W be 
such that f E [lot + cmd]lL, let I,,12 E Lot \ L and let cp be the transposition of 1, 
and 12, i.e. the permutation which only interchanges 11 and 12. Then we obtain 
f ~l(GV~ll) =Lu{l,} f ~lwllllw2l) 
by Theorem 5.3 (iii), because f 1, E [IcmdjLu(l,> 
= (f 12 w/~11w/~21)) O cp 
by Theorem 5.3 (v), because cp = rp-’ 
= L f 12 w/~11P/~21) 
because cp E Fix(L) 
= KJ{[*} f 12 w/~21) 
by Theorem 5.3 (iii), because f 12 E [cmdnLucl,> 
This implies (f 11 (s[O/ll])) [s l~/l~] =t. (f 12 (s[O/l~])) [s 12//2] and if they are different 
from I, then they both coincide with s on Lot \ L by Theorem 5.3(iii), hence they 
are equal in any case. 
NOW let 11,12 E Lot \ supp (f ), say 11 = next (supp (f )). Then there are L,, L2 E W 
with f E [lot + cmdJjlf and li E Lot \ Li for i = 1,2, and by choosing some 
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arbitrary 1 E Lot \ (LI U Lz) we obtain [rllewC&jfS = (fll (s[O/Ii])) [s /i/11] = 
(.f ~(dO/W) b WI = (f 12 @w/~21>) [s 12/121. tl 
Proposition 5.4 captures the ‘operational intuition’ that the particular choice of the 
new location which we bind to a local variable does not play a role, and thus it already 
gives us some confidence in our denotational semantics. Indeed, Proposition 5.4 will 
be needed for the computational adequacy as well as for the full abstraction of our 
denotational model. 
As to computational adequacy, note that there is a gap between the operational and 
the denotational definition of a ‘new’ location 1. In the operational semantics we work 
with marked stores ms and we let I = next(dom(ms)) in rule (new-init), i.e. we choose 
I to be the ‘first location which is not marked as active’. In the denotational semantics 
we work with ordinary stores and we let 1 = next(supp(f )) where f corresponds to 
the body of the block in which the local variable is declared, i.e. we choose 1 to be 
the ‘first location to which the body of the block does not have access’. This gap can 
be closed if we know that the denotational definition is independent of 1 as long as 
1 @’ supp(f) and that supp(f)Cdom(ms), i.e. that the body of the block can only 
have access to locations which are marked as active. 
While these considerations about computational adequacy are somewhat technical 
(and could perhaps be avoided by an alternative definition of the denotational seman- 
tics), the role of Proposition 5.4 for full abstraction is more significant. If the particular 
choice of 1 in the definition of [newel did play a role, then the meaning of a block 
with two local variables could depend on the order in which these local variables are 
declared. This means that certain observational congruences (e.g. Example 7.3) would 
not be provable in our denotational semantics and thus full abstraction would indeed 
fail. 
We continue with a purely technical lemma. 
Lemma5.5. LetLE W,kEN andlet f :[~,~--‘...~~t~~~DS’“~D)‘. If 
(1) fR” . . . RTkRS”’ &RY for every R E CL and 
(2) fdl . .dj_l is continuous on [zj]Lt for all j E (1,. .,k}, (dl,.. .,dj_l) E 
[s,n x . . . x I[zj_l] and L’ E W 
then f E [TV + . + Tk + sto + yjjL. 
Proof. By induction on k. 
k = 0: If fR”* CRY for all R E ZL, then f E [sto + y]L per definition. 
k > 0: Assume that (1) and (2) hold for f. If L’ E W, L CL’ and d, E [IT, IL/, then 
we obtain for all R E Cf;’ 
This means that (1) holds for fdl with L’ instead of L, and of course (2) also 
holds for f dl Hence f d, E I[z2 -+ . . . + Tk + sto + ynL, by induction hy- 
pothesis, i.e. we have proved f (I[z& ) C [z2 --+ . . . -+ Tk + sto + yjL( for all 
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L’ > L and thus also f [~ljj & [q + . . . -+ Zk + sto =S y]. But then ( 1) means that 
f R” C RT2+“+Tk+SfoJY for every R E CL and from (2) we know in particular that f 
itself is continuous on all [zlE(. Hence f E I[zl + . . + zk -+ st0 + y]~. 0 
Now we are ready to prove 
Proposition 5.6. If c is a constant of procedure type CT, then [c] E [a&,. 
Proof. We only consider two sample cases, namely c E asgn as a routine case and 
c = new,d as the most interesting case. 
Case 1: c = asgn 
If R E Z (= .X0), then I[asgn]R1ocRieXPRsto 2 Asgn Rloc (RieXPRS’O) RS’O C 
Asgn R1ocRin’RS’o CR Sto - . The function [asgn] itself is continuous and it is easy to see 
that [asgnJJ 1 is continuous on o[iexpE for all 1 E Dloc and L E W. Hence Lemma 5.5 
implies [asgn] E [lot -+ iexp -+ cmd]o. 
Case 2: c = new,,& 
Let R E C, 7 E R1oc--*cmd an ZE R”‘. Let L E W with fl,...,fn E I[loc + cmdjjL 
and 1 E Lot \ L with (I,. . . , I) E RIO’. Then, by Proposition 5.4, 
[mew,,&;= Asgn 1 (Cont 1 s’) (1 l (Asgn IO 2)) 
E Asgn R’oc (Cant RbCRS’O) (Rl0-tdRlOC (Asgn RkRin~RS~o >) 
C AsgnR1oCRi”’ (RcMdRSfo) 
C R”’ 
Now let L’ E W. By choosing some 1 E Lot \ L’ we obtain by Proposition 5.4: 
[?%?w,,djj f = 2s E Stores. Asgn 1 (Cont s 1) (f 1 (Asgn IO s)) for all f E Bloc --+ cmdnL. 
This shows that [[new&n is continuous on I[loc --+ cmdnL and hence [new&n E 
[(Zoc + cmd) -+ cmdjg by Lemma 5.5. 0 
Theorem 4.5 and Proposition 5.6 allow us to define the meaning of ALG -terms in 
an environment model [ 181 of the simply typed A-calculus: Let Env be the set of all 
environments, i.e. the set of all type preserving functions 
y : IJ Id’ + U [Tz] 
zE Type rE Type 
Then, for every M E ALG’, the meaning [IV] : Env -+ [zI] is inductively defined by 
um = ucn as defined before 
udh = YX 
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As usual, [Mjq only depends on the restriction of q to free(M); in particular it is 
independent of ;rl, if A4 is closed, and then we usually write [MI] instead of [MJq. 
Proposition 5.7. (i) If M E ALG: and qxT’ E [r’& for every x7’ E free(M), then 
wh E im. 
(ii) If M E C-AL& then [Ml E [r&. 
Part (ii) captures our intuition that a closed ALc+temr has access only to those 
locations which explicitly occur in it and not to those which are temporarily bound 
to its local variables. An open term may (of course) also have access to the locations 
which are bound to its free variables and it may have ‘indirect’ access to additional 
locations via the functions which are bound to its free procedure identifiers. 
Proof. Of course it is sufficient to prove (i). For location free terms we can apply 
general principles: For every constant c of procedure type r~ the meaning [cl E [ol]a, 
can be considered as a morphism from the terminal object T to the object [Ton, hence 
- by the categorical semantics of the I-calculus [4] - the meaning of a term A4 E ALGA 
with free(M) = {xi’, . . . ,x2} is a morphism from [Tz,n x.. x [z,] to [zn, i.e. it maps 
udb+ x [z,nL to [TznL. The generalization to terms with locations is straightforward. 
n 
Note that our semantics of ALG -terms with locations is not a standard categorical 
semantics of the simply typed J-calculus, because location constants cannot be consid- 
ered as morphisms from the terminal object T to the object [[loci]. This observation 
is not harmful, because we will make no further use of the categorical view, but it 
should be kept in mind in order to avoid any confusion. 
We conclude this section by explicitly presenting the meaning of a block with 
a local variable declaration. Remember that newx in A4 end is syntactic sugar for 
newcr(Ax’DC.M ), if M is of type 8. Thus we obtain 
[newx in A4 end] 9 s 
[newx in A4 end] qs 
where, by Proposition 5.4, 
= um r~wi w4 if M E ALG'~-'~ 
= ([Mjq[l/x] s[O/Z])[s 1/1] if M E ALG~~~ 
I is an arbitrary location in Lot \ supp ([Ax. MI] yl). The 
possibility to choose 1 freely from an infinite set will be important in the following 
sections, because we will often need a location which is different from finitely many 
given ones. In such cases we sometimes briefly say that we choose a new location and 
leave it to the reader to spell out precisely what is meant by ‘new’ in a particular case. 
6. Computational adequacy 
In this section we will see that our denotational semantics is computationally ade- 
qua&. Computational adequacy means [12] that the observable behavior beh(P) of a 
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program P can be (easily) derived from its denotational meaning [P]. Concretely, we 
will show that for every n E Z 
n E beh(P) H BP] sinil = n 
where Sinit is the constant 0 store, i.e. the (unique) store in Storesg. This implies that 
be/z(P) contains at most one element (as we know already from Theorem 3.2) and that 
beh(P) = 0 * [P]sinit = 1. 
We begin with ‘+‘. For a purely functional language, this direction is usually proved 
by showing that each transition step of the operational semantics preserves the deno- 
tational meaning of terms [4,39]. This is also the main idea for our proof, but as our 
transition relation works on configurations as opposed to terms, we first extend our 
- 
meaning function: For every marked store ms we define ms E Stores by 
- { 
ms I= 
ms 1 if I E dom(ms) 
0 otherwise 
and for every consistent configuration K E Conf~*’ we define its meaning [K] E DV 
inductively by 
[(M, ms)] = [Ml ms 
[Isucc K] = Succ [K] 
@red K] = Pred [K] 
[(asgn 1 K, ms)] = Asgn I [K] Hi5 
lHcond,t,av KMN, ms)] = Cond,[K] ([MI] ms) ([iq ms) 
ltse@Mll = wfn ml 
[dealloc,, 1 K] = [K] 
[dealloc,,d I Kj = Asgn IO [K] 
DcondK, K2K3j = Pcond [K1 ] [K2] [K3] 
With this definition it is straightforward to prove 
Lemma 6.1. Every transition step is meaning-preserving, i.e. 
(i) M +M’ implies [Ml = [M’Jj for closed terms M,M’ 
(ii) K 4 K’ implies [Kn = [K’] for consistent con$gurations K,K’. 
From this lemma we obtain the ‘*‘-part of computational adequacy. For the ‘+‘- 
part we define a relation <; c [z& x c-ALGA for every type r and every L E W such 
that 
- ( ~TkType,LEW is a Kripke logical relation between applicative structures [18] 
- [M] <iM for every M E C-ALGA 
These relations are defined by induction on r as follows 
l<Pl’ H l=l’ 
f <L” M ti VL’2L,s~Stores,n~Z. fs=n + Zlms.(M,sIL’)~(n,rns) 
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f <irnd M @ VL’IJL,s,s’EStores. fs=s’ + (M,slL’)_T,(skip,s’IL’) 
f <;“” M H VL’>L,d E lclL.r,P E C-ALG;,. d <;,P + fd <;,MP 
and their relevant properties are summarized in 
Lemma 6.2. Let o be a procedure type, let L E W, f, g E [aE, A c[[crI)~ directed 
and M,N E C-ALGA. Then 
(i) I, BZM 
(ii) fcgAg<zM+f<;M 
(iii) (‘df E d.f <;M)+uA<iM 
(iv) M-+N 17 f f;N =% f <;M 
Now the key to computational adequacy is 
Lemma 6.3. M E C-ALGA + Iln/ij d j, M 
Proof. As usual [39] this assertion is first generalized to open terms: 
Let M E ALG: with free(M) C{xT’ , . . ,x2} and let di E [tiJL, Ni E C-ALG;I with 
di <;i Ni(i = l,..., k). Then [Ml 9 [d/q <zM[Z := fi] for every q E Em. 
This generalized assertion is proved by induction on the structure of M. 
Case 1: M constant of type lot 
Then M G I E L and [Ml q[d/Zj = 1 <Fc 1 F M[i/N]. 
Case 2: M constant of procedure type cr 
It must be proved that [M]1 <i M for all L E W. To this end it is sufficient to 
prove EM]1 d $ M, because <i is the strongest relation among all <T. We consider 
the constants which are typical for an imperative language. 
(i) M = cant : lot + iexp 
Let L E W, d E [locJL and 1 E C-ALGA = L with d <p 1. Then d = 1, hence we 
must prove [rcontn 1 <p cant 1. Let L’ 2 L, s E Stores and n E Z with [contl] 1 s = n. 
Then s 1 = n, and as 1 E L’ we obtain (cant 1,s (L’) --) (n,s (L’). 
(ii) M z asgn : lot -+ iexp + cmd 
Let L,d and 1 be as in (i). Further let L’ > L, f E [iexpnL, and N E c-ALG~? 
with f ,<Ff* N. Then we must prove Uasgnn 1 f -<;‘Yd asgn 1 N. Let L” > L’ and s, s’ E 
Stores with [asgnn 1 fs = s’. Then there is some n E Z with fs = n and s’ = 
s[n/l], and as f <L”:” N we know that (N,s 1 L”) * -+ (n,ms) for some marked store 
ms. As 1 E L”, this finally implies (asgn 1 N, s 1 L”) -+ (asgn 1 (N, s I L”), s / L”) 5 
(asgn 1 (n, ms), s I L”) ---f (skip, s’ ( L”). 
(iii) M E new,d : (lot 4 cmd) ---t cmd 
Let L E W, f E [lot -+ cmdJL and N E c-ALG~+~~~ with f <pc*cmd N. We must 
prove [newcmdn f <imd new,.,dN. Let L’ > L and s,s’ E Stores with [neWc,&j fs = s’. 
Let 1 = next(L’), hence 1 $ L’ > L > supp( f ). Then there is some s” E Stores with 
f 1 (s[O/l]) = s” and s’ = s”[s l/l]. As f 1 <iz$lI Nl, we know that (Nl,s[O/l] 1 L’ U 
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{I}) 5 (skip,s” ) L’u { 1)) and from this we obtain (new,,dN,S ) 15’) --+ dealloc,,d I (NZ, 
(s / L’) [O/Z]) 3 dealZoc,d 1 (NZ, s[O/l] 1 L’ U { 2)) -% dealZoc,&skip, s” 1 L’ U {I}) -+ 
(skip, s” [ L’) E (skip, s’ 1 L’). 
The proofs for the remaining constants and for the remaining cases (application and 
J-abstraction) follow well-known arguments from functional anguages [39]. Cl 
Theorem 6.4 (Computational dequacy). For every program P and every n E Z 
Proof. 
‘+‘I n E beh(P) + (P,msi,il) 5 (n,msinit) per definition of beh(P) 
+ ([(P,mshit)J = f(n,msi,i,)l by Lemma 6.1 
3 Upjl Sinil = Unll Sinit because ~ = Sinit 
* [PjSi& = n 
<e’: By Lemma 6.3 we have [PJ <p P, hence 
pqsinit = n + 3ms.(P, mSi&) -r, (n,mS) because mSi,it = Sinit 1I? 
* (P, mSinit) r, (% mSinit 1 by Theorem 3.2 (ii) 
+ n E beh(P) 0 
Computational dequacy allows us to prove observational congruences. Here is the 
precise definition: 
Definition 6.5. A context C[ ] is a term with a hole; C[M] denotes the term which 
is obtained from C[ ] by placing M into the hole. C[ ] is a program context for M 
and N if both C[M] and C[N] are programs; M and N are observationally congruent 
(denoted M M N) if beh(C[M]) = beh(C[N]) for every program context C[ 1. 
Theorem 6.6 (Observational congruence). [Ml = [NJj =+ M M N 
Proof. [Ml = [NJ implies [C[M]l = rC[N]ll f or every program context C[ ] by the 
compositionality of [ I) and then beh(C[M]) = beh(C[N]) by Theorem 6.4. q 
7. Observational congruences 
In this section we will illustrate by a series of examples how to prove particu- 
lar observational congruences with the aid of Theorem 6.6. Most of the examples 
have already appeared in the literature [g, 13,221, some of them originally served as 
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counter-examples for earlier denotational models of ALGOL-like languages, i.e. they 
were used to prove that these models are not fully abstract [8, 131. 
We will no longer slavishly stick to the ALc-syntax, but freely use operators like 
+, -, *, div, abs, =, 2 ,T, A, V, . . . with their standard interpretation, in particular each 
of them is assumed to be strict in all its arguments. These operators are of course 
definable by closed ALc-terms. 
The intuitive idea behind all our examples is that a global procedure cannot have 
access to a local variable. The corresponding fo rmal argumentation in the denotational 
model works as follows: If f is the function which is bound to a global procedure 
identifier y”, then there is some L E W such that f E [[a& and we may assume that 
all locations 11,. , I,, which are bound to the local variables are not contained in L. 
The desired semantic equality then usually follows by applying Theorem 5.3 (in the 
case of a first order procedure) or by choosing some appropriate { 11,. . . , /,)-definable 
ground relation R and exploiting the fact that f preserves (the logical relation induced 
by) R. 
Example 7.1. [newx in M end; y”] = [new-x in M; y” end] 
Proof. Let q E Env, s E Stores and L E W with g y E [a&. If (T = cmd, then 
([new x in ~4 end; yII r s = v Y (UWI tl[Uxl (s WI > b l//l > 
for some new location 1 $ L 
= hy (wn d~/-w it b l/o 
by Theorem 5.3 (iii’) 
=(UK Yn~[~/~i(~[o/~i))[~~/~i 
= [[newx in M; y end]qs 
The proof for (T = iexp is similar and the generalization to arbitrary procedure types (T 
is a routine calculation in the I-calculus (remember that sequencing and new-operators 
for higher types have been introduced as syntactic sugar). q 
The intuition for Example 7.1 is that the global procedure y cannot read on the local 
variable x, hence it does not matter whether y is inside or outside the scope of the 
local variable. As an immediate consequence of Example 7.1 we obtain 
([new x in x := n; y end] = [new x in x := n end; yJ = fskip; yj = [y] 
which is essentially Example 1 in [ 131. 
Example 7.2. [yCMd; newx in A4 end] = [new x in ycmd; A4 end] 
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Proof. We only consider the case M E ALG~“‘~. Let q E Env, s E Stores and L E W 
with q y E [cmd&. Then 
I[y; new x in M end] q s = [new x in M end] q (q y s) 
for some new location I 6 L 
by Theorem 5.3 (iii) and (iii’) 
= I[newx in y;M end]qs 0 
The intuition for Example 7.2 is that the global procedure y can neither read nor 
write on the local variable X, hence moving the procedure call of y into the scope of 
the local variable has no influence on the computation of y or M. As an immediate 
consequence of Example 7.2 we obtain 
[newx in y; if !x = 0 then Q end] = [y; newx in if !x = 0 then 52 end] 
= wn 
which is essentially Example 2 in [ 131. 
Example 7.3. Inew x,x’ in M end] = [new x’,x in M end] 
Proof. For M E ALG~“‘~ we obtain 
([newx,x’ in M end] qs = [Ml r][Z/x][Z’/x’] (s [O/Z][O/Z’]) [s Z/Z][s Z’/Z’] 
where 1, 1' E Lot \ supp ([lx. Ml r~) and Z # I’ 
= [newx’,x in M end] qs 0 
and similarly for M E ALG”“~. The generalization to M E ALGO is routine. q 
Example 7.3 is a generalization of Example 3 in [13]. Note that it is not an U- 
conversion, because we do not rename x and x’ inside the block body M. The crucial 
point is that it does not matter which location we bind to the first local variable and 
which to the second. 
Example 7.4. [newx in ycmd-+“d (x :=!x+ 1); if !X B 0 then Q end] = [C2] 
Proof. Let r~ E Em, s E Stores and L E W with v] y E [cmd + cmdnL. We may 
assume that the location Z which is bound to the local variable x is not contained in 
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L. If we now choose R E DEF$” with Rsto = {I} U {t E Stores / t I 3 0}, then we 
have s [O/Z] E RstO and [X := !x + 11~ [Z/x] E Rcmd. Hence the store t = [y(x := 
! n + l)] ye [I/x] (S [O/Z]) is contained in n y RCmdRsto C RstO, i.e. t = i or t 1 3 0, and 
this easily implies the desired equality. c7 
Example 7.4 is similar to Example 4 in [13]. It illustrates “a form of representational 
abstraction, which is one of the main themes of modem programming methodology” 
[22], in particular of object oriented programming: The local variable x may be consid- 
ered as the instance variable of a counter object which is initially set to 0 and which 
can only be accessed through a single method, namely through the parameterless pro- 
cedure 6 x := ! x + 1, Although we do not know how often this method is used by the 
client y, we can be sure that the representation i variant ! x 2 0 of the counter object 
will be preserved, and this finally implies that the whole block must diverge. 
Example 7.5. For i = 1,2 let 
Mi 5 newx in ycMd’ie*~‘iex~(~:=!x+i)(!x div i) end 
Proof. Let n E Env, s E Stores and L E W with r~ y E [rcmd + iexp + iexpnl. 
Again we may assume that the new location 1 is not contained in L. We choose 
R E DEF;” with Rsto = {1}2 U (3 E Stores2 1 s2 1 = 2 * SI 1 A s1 =L~~\{[) ~2). Then 
we have (S [O/Z],s [O/Z]) E RSfO, (IX := ! x + 11 n [I/X], [[x := ! x + 21 q [Z/X]) E Rcmd 
and ([II! x div 11 yI [1/x], I[! x div 21 q [l/x]) E R iexP Hence the pair (dl,d2) with d; = . 
[y (x := ! x + i)(! x div i)n q [Z/x] (s [O/Z]) is contained in q y RcmdRiexpRsto C R’“’ = 
62Di”t, i.e. dl = d2, and this proves the equality. 0 
Example 7.5 is essentially taken from [22]. It shows that “there is more to repre- 
sentational abstraction than preservation of invariants” [22]. Again, the local variable 
x may be considered as the instance variable of a counter object, which now has two 
methods, namely one which increases the counter and one which reads the counter. A41 
and A42 use two different internal representations of such a counter object, and the ob- 
servational congruence between Mi and M2 shows that the client y cannot distinguish 
between these different internal representations. This is an instance of representation 
independence [ 17,221. 
Example 7.6. [new x in x := 1; yiexp+@’ (! x) end] = (ryiexp’iexp II] 
Proof. Let n E Env, s E Stores and let L and 1 as usual. Let R E DEF,(‘) be defined 
by Rsto = {l_}2 U {s’ E Stores2 1 s1 1 = 1 A si =LOC\(l) ~2). Then (s [l/1], S) E R”” 
6 Note that ALG is a full fledged call-by-name d-calculus, hence - in contrast to ALGOL 60 - there is no 
need to introduce a name for the procedure x := ! x + 1 and - in contrast to the call-by-value language ML 
_ there is no need to explicitly delay evaluation of x := ! n + 1 with the aid of a I-abstraction. 
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and ([!xJr~[Z/x], [lJq) E RieXP. Hence the pair (dt,dz) = ([y(!x)j~[Z/x](s[l/Z]), 
I[y 11 qs) is contained in q yRieXPRSto E R’“’ = 62Di”‘, i.e. dl = d2 and this easily 
implies the equality. 0 
Example 7.6 was presented in [S]. Note that the simpler term (X := 1; y(!x)) is 
not observationally congruent to y 1, because ! x is a name parameter and the function 
procedure y may have a temporary side effect on the global variable x before it uses 
its parameter. Hence it is indeed necessary for the example that x is a local variable. 
Example 7.7. [y a+cmd~uJ = [new x in y (X := ! x + 1; Z) end] 
Proof. We only consider e = cmd. Let 9 E Em, s E Stores and L E W with 
n y E [cmd --) cmdjjL and qz E [cmdnL, and let 1 E Lot \ L. We choose R E DEF:” 
with Rsto = {1}2 U {s’ E Stores2 ISI =~~~\{l) SZ}. Then we obtain (s,s[O/Z]) E Rsto 
and (qz, fx := ! x + 1; .zJj q [Z/x]) E Rcmd, because st =LOc\{[) s2 implies rzst =LOc\{[) 
~2~2 =~~~\{l) [X := !x+ 1; zj q [Z/X]S~ by Theorem 5.3 (iii’). Hence the pair (tl, t2) = 
(lyzn Q-S, [y (x := ! x + 1; z)j q [Z/x] (s [O/Z])) is contained in q y RCmdRsto & RCmdRsto 2 
RSfo, i.e. tl =Loc.{l) 2 t . This implies tl = t2[s Z/Z] because tl I = s Z by Theorem 5.3 (iii), 
and thus the equality is proved. 0 
The intuition for Example 7.7 is that the local variable x counts the procedure calls 
of z during the computation of yz (occasionally the counter may snap back, namely 
when z is called inside an integer expression). The equivalence shows that adding such 
a counter has no influence on the procedure call yz. Example 7.7 will play a role in 
the full abstraction proof. 
8. First and second order domains 
As a preparation for the full abstraction proof in Section 9 we will now prove some 
further properties of our denotational semantics, in particular we will take a closer look 
at types of order < 2. The following theorem presents an alternative description of the 
domains I[aJL with ord(a) = 1. This description is more concrete than the original 
one in that it no longer refers to the signature C. 
Theorem 8.1 (Concrete description of the first order domains). Let L E W. Then 
(i) [iexp]L = {f: Dsto --f Dint ( fJ_ = J_ A b's, S' E Stores. s =L s’ + f s = f S' } 
(ii) [cmdJL = {f: Dsto -+ Dsto If1 = I 
A Vs E Stores. f s # I + f s =bC\~ s 
A Ys, sf E Stores. s =L s’ =b- f s =L f s’ } 
(iii) [lo? -+ iexpnL = {f: Lot -+ . . . + Lot -+ [iexpj 1 
VZ I,. . . , I, E Lot, s E Stores, q E Fix(L). 
fZl . . . b E Uiw&~~,,...,~,~ 
~f(~Zl)...(rpZ,)s=fZl...Z,(socp)} 
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(iv) [[Eoc” --+ cmd& = {f: Lot --+ . . . -+ Lot -+ [cmd] 1 
VI ,, . . . , 1, E Lot, s E Stores, cp E Fix(L). 
fll . . . L E Fcmdll~~{~,,...,~m) 
Proof. In each case only ‘2’ must be proved, because ‘G’ already follows from The- 
orem 5.3. We consider (ii) and (iv), the proofs for (i) and (iii) are similar. 
(ii) Let f be in the set on the right-hand side. Per definition of [cmd]L we must 
only show that f preserves all R E CL. Hence let R E Cf; and s’ E Rsto. Because of 
the first and third condition for f there is some A4 E c-ALG~~~ (consisting of tests 
and assignments over location constants in L) such that s =L si implies [M]s =L fsi 
for all s E Stores and i E { 1,. . . , n}. This means in particular [k4]si =L f si for 
i = 1,. . . , n, hence either [k4]si = i = f si or [k4]si =LoC\L si =bC\L f s, by the 
second condition for f, and this implies again [M]si = f si. Thus we have proved 
f s’ = p4ns’ E I[M]RS’O & Rsto. 
(iv) Let f be in the set on the right-hand side. Again it is sufficient to show that 
f preserves all R E CL (local continuity is not an issue, because [locj is ordered 
discretely). Hence let R E Cf;, i,, . , im E Riot and s’ E R”‘O. We define a relation N 
on Lo? by 
(11, . . . . I,) N (1; )...) Z~)H~~EF~~(L).V~E{~ ,..., m}.cpl,=l: 
Obviously, N is an equivalence relation on Lo? (because Fix(L) is a group with 
respect to function composition), and the equivalence class of a tuple (11,. . . , I,) 
is uniquely determined by the two sets {(i,j) E { 1,. . . , m}’ 1 li = li} and {(i, I) E 
(1 ,...,m} x L//i = I}. Hence, with the aid of the term EQ =&f lx,x’.x:=!x’+ 1; 
lo2 -iexp 
!x =!x’ E ALG* which tests the equality of locations, it is easy to construct a 
term CLASS E ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ which determines the --equivalence class of a tuple in 
Lo?, i.e. 
[CLASS]1 ,... l,s=~CLASS~l’i...l~s*(l,,..., zm)~(z; )...) 1;) 
for all Ii,. . . , l,, li,. . . , lk E Lot and s E Stores. 
Now let eq be one of the N-equivalence classes. We will first construct a term 
Npy E c-ALG~+~~~ such that 
[NJ lli...lmiSi = f l,i . ..z?miSi whenever (Iii,...,lmi) E eq 
Without loss of generality we may assume eq = {(Z,,,...,lm,),...,(~,~,...,~~~)} for 
some k < n. Then there are functions Cpi E Fix(L) such that (Zii,. . . , I,i) = (qilll,. , 
vi/ml) for i = l,...,k. Since fill 
M E c-AG$ I,,..., r ,) 
. . . Z,, E I[cmdjjLuIl ,,,,,,, Im,I, we can first choose some 
as in the proof of (ii), such that [k4] and f III . . . l,,,~ coincide 
on the finitely many stores si o Cpi, i = 1,. . . , k, and from M we can easily construct a 
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term Neq E c-AI_G~~~“‘~ with [Ne,‘jj 111 . . . I,,,1 = [IV]. Thus we obtain indeed 
[Neqll iii . ..lmi~i=([Neqn 111 ~~~~ml(~iOCpi>)OCp~" 
= wn h 0 40 0 CP;’ 
= u-l11 . . . lml(si 0 Cpi)) 0 Cp17’ 
= .f lli . . . ZmiSi 
for i = 1 , . . . , k. Finally, we can use the term CLASS for branching between the various 
Neq and thus obtain a term N E c-ALG~+~"'~ such that [ND lli . . . ZmiSi = f lli . . . ZmiSi 
for all i E { 1,. . . ,n}. This means f 1; = [IN] 1; E Rsto. 0 
For second order types we do not have such a concrete description of all the domains 
[OIL as for the first order types. Instead, the following proposition presents only one 
particular example, namely the domain [cmd + cmdjO. It is meant as a warm-up 
exercise for Section 9, because it anticipates certain techniques which will reappear in 
the full abstraction proof in a (much) more complicated form. 
Proposition 8.2. For m 2 n 2 0 let f m,n = [Azcmd. if zm; 0 then z”jj where z” E skip 
and zk E z- ,...;z ifk>O. Then [Tcmd--+cmd~O={l_}u{f,,Jm~n~O}. 
k 
Proof. The proof is a refinement of Plotkin’s argument for the Church numerals [27]. 
We choose some arbitrary 1 E Lot and define 
inc ,i=~if!l<ithenl:=!l+lel~SZ] foreveryiEN 
inc <oo = [z I=! z + in 
Then inc<g C inc,l C . . . is an o-chain in [rcmd&l) which has inc,, as its least 
upper bound. Now let f E [cmd -+ cmdjjO. Define 
m=card{iEN 1 finc,iso=I}ENU{~) 
n = f inc,,sol E ZI 
where SO is some arbitrary store with SO 1 = 0. Note that m and n are independent 
of the particular choice of SO because f inc,i E [cmdnjII for every i E N U (0~). 
Moreover, n E Z whenever m E N because of the monotonicity of f. We will show 
that 
f=_L ifm=oo 
m 2 n 2 0 A f = fm,n ifmEN 
To this end let g E [cmdjj and s E Stores. Then there is some L E W with 1 E L 
and g E [cmdnL. The intuition is that the computation of f gs can be simulated by 
the computation of f inc,k (s [O/l]) for some appropriate k E N U {cm}, and that this 
simulation can be expressed by one of our logical relations. We choose k = sup {i E 
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k4 ) g’s # I} and we define R E DEF$ by 
R”” = {l_}2 U {s’ E Stores2 I3i E N. i < k A ql = i A s2 =L g’s A s1 =L~~\L ~2) 
Then (s[O/1], s) = (s[O/Z], g’s) E RsfO and it is easy to see that (inc,k, g) E Rcmd. 
This implies (f inc<k (s [O/l]), fgs) E fRCmdRsto C Rsco. If m = ix), then we have 
f inc<k (s [O/Z]) = I, hence also fgs = 1. Thus we have proved f = I in this case. 
If rnE N, then 
fgs = i +’ f inc<k (s [O/l]) = 1 
wk<m per definition of m 
H g”‘s = -L per definition of k 
and 
fgs # 1 + 3i E N.finc<k(s[o/l])/ = i /\ fgs =L g’s 
+ n E N A f gs =L g”s because i can only be n 
* nE N A fgs=g”s because f g and g” are in [cmdJlL 
Thus we have proved 
for all g E [cmdl] and s E Stores. This implies m B n and f = fm,,,. 0 
Note that by Proposition 8.2 the domain [cmd + cmdje consists of infinitely many 
descending chains f,,,,, 7 fn+l,n 3 . . which only meet in the bottom element 7 ; the 
maximal elements of this domain are the ‘Church numerals’ fn,n = [yAz.zn]l. If we 
define pi : [cmd -+ cmdJO + [cmd --f cmd]l@ for all i E N by 
Pif = 
C 
f iff=fm,nforsomem,n<i 
J- otherwise 
then po C pl C . . is an w-chain of idempotent deflations [l] which have the identity 
as their least upper bound, i.e. [cmd 4 cmd]lo is an SFP object [25]. But a different 
property of the functions pi is more interesting for us: With the notation from the 
above proof we can reformulate the definition of pi as 
I if finC<iSo1=_L 
iff inc<,s01# I, 
m=card{j<iIfinc <js~Z=I} and n= finc<,sg1 
7 O’Heam and Tennent, who obtained the same result for their model in [23], describe this domain as the 
smash product Nl @ VNaP where VNat ‘P is the partial order (N u {w}, a). 
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This shows that pi f is uniquely determined by the finitely many values f inc<j SO 1
with j E (0,. . . , i, co}. Such functions will be called ‘finitely determined’ in Section 9, 
and sequences of finitely determined functions which have the identity as their least 
upper bound will play a prominent role in the full abstraction proof. 
We conclude this section with a technical lemma. 
Lemma 8.3. Let c;p : Lot --) Lot be a jinite permutation and let R, E DEFY”’ as 
in Section 5. Then there is a term SWAP, E c-ALGQ~~,) for every procedure type 
6, such that RG is the graph of [SWAP,] and gSWAP,6] o [SWAP,O_,] = id,. 
Proof. It is easy to construct SWAP, E c-ALG~$~~~~ such that [SWAP,Jj s 1 = s (cp 2) 
for all s E Stores and 1 E Lot, i.e. such that RF is the graph of lSWAP,J. By 
induction on 0 we then define SWAP, E c-ALc$~d,q,) by 
SWAP? = 1 yiexp. SWAP,-,; y 
SWAP;“” 3 i ycmd. SWAP,-,; y; SWAP, 
SWAP’OC’O ~ ~ykic+O. ,&Oc. 
‘p 
if EQxl’, then SWAPi(y 11) else 
if EQx Zi then SWAP,(y I,) else SWAP;(yx) 
where EQ ‘&f 1x,x/.x := !x’ + 1; ! x = ! x’ tests the equality on locations, {II, . . . , In} 
= Supp(cp) and 1: = VZi for i= l,...,n 
sWAp,b’o’ s ;1 y-=’ .M.SWAP;‘(y(SWAP;_,z)) 
A straightforward induction on 0 shows that every I[SWAPiJ has the desired prop- 
erties. 0 
9. Full abstraction 
We will now present our full abstraction proof. The overall structure of the proof 
is the same as for PCF in [32]: In the first part we show that for every function 
f E [a]L with ord(a) d 2 and every finite set B of argument tuples for f there is a 
term A4 E C-ALGA such that [A41 and f coincide on B. As in [32] we will prove this 
result by using “logical relations which have large arity and are reminiscent of value 
tables” [6]. As a preparation we prove a technical lemma which allows us to ‘fill up’ 
a ground relation with a cofinite part of the diagonal G”Loc. 
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Definition 9.1. Let R be an n-ary ground relation with R”“(b”(Loc \ L)) C: R’“‘. Then 
the L-closure of R is defined to be the ground relation S with 
_ sint = Rint 
_ S”’ = R’OC’U G”(Loc \ L) 
_ S”‘” = {s’ E (,r”)n 1 3 ; E Rsto. s’ =L ? A s’(G”(Loc \ L)) 2 Rint) 
Note that R is ‘contained’ in its L-closure S, i.e. Ry G St for every y E r. 
Lemma 9.2. Let R be an nary ground relation with RSto(8’(Loc \ L)) C R’“’ and 
Riot CL”. Then every function f E AUX, which preserves R, also preserves the L- 
closure of R. 
Proof. Let f E AUX preserve R, and let S denote the L-closure of R. We show that 
f preserves S. 
Case 1: f = Const, 
If s’ E S”‘” and ? E Rsto with s’ =L 5 then Const, s’ = Const, i E R’“’ = Sin’. 
Case 2: f E {SUCC, Pred, Condt,,, Pcond} 
Obvious, because Sin’ = R”“. 
Case 3: f = Cond,r, 
First note that Cond,, d s t 1 = Condi,r d (s 1) (t 1) for all d E Dint, s, t E Dstu and 
1 E Lot. Now let d’ E Sin’ = Rint, s’, i E Ssto and ii, v’ E Rsto with s’ =L ii and i =L v’. Then 
Cond,,, d’?i =L CondJt, d’iZ$ E R”’ because Condi,, d(S-1) (il) = Condi,, d(ii1) (51) 
for all 1 E L, and Cond,r, d’;il = Cond,td(s’l)(il) E Condi,rRi”‘Ri”‘Ri”’ C R’“’ for 
all 1 E Lot \ L. This proves Condst, dS_i E S”“. 
Case 4: f = Cont 
Let i E S’*‘, s’ E St0 and i E Rsto with s’ =L i. If i E Rtoc C Ln, then Cant i; = ai = 
ii = co&ii g @at = Sin'. If i E G*(Loc \ L), then Cont 1; = Zi E Rint = Sin’ per 
definition of P. 
Case 5: f = Asgn 
Let i E Slot, d' E Sin', s' E Ssto, i E Rsto with s’ =L i and let u’ = Asgn id’? If 
i E RtO’ C L”, then u’ =L Asgn idi E Rsto, because Asgn id’ E (I[cmdjjL)“, and ii 1 = 
s’l E R’“’ for every 1 E Lot \ L, hence u’ E Ssto. If i = (I,. , 1) E G”(Loc \ L), then 
~=L~=Li~RSto,~l=a~Sint= R”” and u’l’ = s’l’ E R”” for all 1’ E Loc\(LU{l}), 
hence again ii E S”‘. Cl 
Notation. If f E [zl 4 . .. -+ Tk + sto + y], then we let fd denote the completely 
decurried version of f, i.e. 
f d : [zl] x . . x [IIrk] x Dsto + D’ 
fd(dl ,..., dk,s) = fd, . ..dkS 
Theorem 9.3 (Finite coincidence with a definable function). Let L E W and o = ZI + 
. . . --+ Zk --+ 8 (k 3 0) with ord(a) d 2. Let f E [o]~ and let B C uzln x . x [Tk] x 
Dsto be jinite. Then there is some M E c-ALGA with [TMjd =B fd. 
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Proof. Let B = {(dll,. . . ,dkl,~l), . . ., (dl,, . . . ,db,~,)}, let ij = (dji,. . . ,djn) for 
j=l ,...,k, s’= ($1 , . . . , s,,) and let R be the nary ground relation with 
R”’ = {Jj 1 Zj = ~OC} U 8’15 
RY = {[M]dl . ..@IM E C-fiLG ~““‘Tk+sfoJY} for y = int, St0 
Then we must prove that fd’ 1 . . . ;k s’ E RY (if 0 = sto + y). As a first step we show 
that every g E A UX preserves R. 
Case 1: g = Const, 
Let ? E Rsto, i.e. l = [MJd’i . . . ;k s’ for some M E c-ALGA --r”‘+‘k+cmd. Then 
COnSt,,,i= [~X,,...,Xk.MX,...Xk; m]c& . ..&kS'E Rint. 
Case 2: g = Succ (similarly for Pred, Cond, and Pcond) 
Let e’ E Rin’, i.e. e’ = [M]d’, . . . Jki? for some M E C-ALG~-*“‘*‘~+~~~~. Then 
succz = [AXi, . . . . Xk.SUCC(MXl...Xk)l&..&zERinf. 
Case 3: g = Cont 
Let ic Rloc and i= [M]d, . . . Jk s’ E R”“. If i = Jj with rj = IOC, then let P E 
2x1,..., xk.Mx~...xk; !Xjxi,andifi=(Z ,..., Z)E#‘L,thenletPEJ,xt ,..., xk.Mxi...xk; 
! 1. In both cases Cont ii = IpI 2, . . . & s’ E Rint. 
Case 4: g = Asgn 
Let i E RIO’, e’ = [Ml d’, . ..li.?G R’“’ and i= [Nnd’i . ..JkikS’E Rsto. If i= Jj with 
rj = ioc, then Asgn iti = [PI d’, . . . iik s’, where 
P-ilx 1,. . .,xk.newX in x := Mxl . . .Xk; ?/xl . . .Xk; Xj := !X end 
Intuitively, P works as follows: First, Mxl . . .Xk is evaluated and the result e’ is stored 
into the local variable x. After evaluation of Mxl . . .xk the computation snaps back to 
s’, and then i is computed by evaluating Nxi . . .xk. Finally, i is updated to i[Z/i] by 
the assignment xj := ! x. The precise argumentation is as follows. 
= ([x := Mxl . . .xk; Nxi . . .Xk; Xj := !Xn if[E/x] (s’[O/Z])) [s’Z/Z] 
where I is some new location and q E Env” with ?ixi = Ji for i = 1,. . . k 
= (W-v . . .Xk; Xj := !Xn f[l/X] (z[q])) [a/l] 
because Z is new and hence [A41 d’i . . . C?k (z[O/Z]) = [Ml d’i . . . C?k s’= e’ 
= ([Xj := !xn f[Z/x](i[~?/l]))[$Z/Z] 
because Z is new and hence ENI 21 . . . Jk @[z/Z]) = i[.?/Z] 
= i[z/Z] [z/i] [21/z] 
= i[qi] because 1 is new and hence S’Z = il 
= Asgn 13 
If i= (I , . . . , I) E 6”L, then we replace the assignment xj := ! x in P by Z := ! x. Thus 
we obtain again Asgn iai = [P] d’, . . . L?k s’, i.e. Asgn iZi E RSto in both cases. 
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So far we have shown that every g E A UX preserves R. Now let L’ > L be such 
that Jj E ([zj]~/ >” for j = 1,. . , k and s’ E (StoresL/ >“. Then RSrO(b”(Loc \ L’)) = 
ConstORSfo CR”“, hence we can define the L’-closure S of R. By Lemma 9.2, every 
g E AUX preserves S, moreover G”(Loc\(L’\L)) G S’“’ because 6”L CR”‘, and finally 
(I,. , I) E P’ because (I,. . . , I) = [In x1,. . ,xk. !2] ii, . . . Jk s’ E R”‘. Altogether 
this proves S E CL and hence f preserves S. 
If we can now show that ij E S’J for j = 1 ,..., k, then we obtain fd'l . ..dka E 
fS'l . STkRSf” & fS'l . . .STkSSfo C SY. For y = int this already concludes the proof, 
because Sin’ = R’“‘. For y = sto we first obtain f d', . . . jk s' =LI i for some i E R”“, 
and then fil ...ikk==LoC\L, $=LoC\Ll i implies fd'l . ..ak?= iE R”‘O. 
Hence let j E { 1,. . , k}. If rj = lot, then 2, E R”’ C S”‘. As r, is a type of order 
< 1, we are left with the case rj = lot” -+ 0 (m > 0). In order to keep the notation 
simple, we consider only one particular case, namely rj = lot -+ cmd: 
Let i E S’Oc ? E Ssto ii E Rsto with i =L, ii and let M E c-ALGA -...-Ta-cmd with ii = 
[MI] di . . dk i. If i =h-i with ri = lot, then :jii=, ijiii because iji E ([cmdl]Lt )", 
hence ijii =L, [r,%xi,...,xk.Mxi . ..Xk.XjXi]dl . ..ik. E R”“‘, and moreover ijii/ = 
Fl E R’“’ for all 1 E Lot \ L'. This proves 2jii E S”“‘. If i = (I,. , 1) E FL, then we 
replace xjxi by xj 1 in the above term and thus obtain again ;jii E P”. Hence we are 
leftwith the case i=(Z,...,l)EG”(Loc\L’): 
AS i E Ssf*, we have il E R”“, i.e. there is some N E c-ALG~~~~~~~~-~~~'~ with 
il = [NJ d', . lik s’. Now we define 
PEAX 1 ,..., Xk.newx in x := Nxl . ..xk. Mxl . ..xk. XjX end 
Q=Axl,..., xk.newx in x := Nxl . ..xk. hfxl . ..xk. XjX; !x end 
We may assume that our particular location I E Lot \ L' is bound to the local variable 
x, hence we obtain 
[pnd’i . ..& 
= ([TX := Nx, . ..xk. hfX,...Xk; XjXnfq[o/l] 
where ?/ E Env” with ?jXi = L?i for i = 1,. . k and Gjx = (I,. . , 1) 
=L' [X := Nx,...Q; ktX,...Xk;XjXI]i/; 
= [hitXl . ..Xk. XjXl] f(?[i//l]) 
= [xjx] f(u'[il/Z]) 
because KM] ii . . .iik (s'[il/l]) = z?[il/l] by Theorem 5.3(iii’) 
= ;,I (u'[iZ/Z]) 
=Lijli' because djl E ([cmd~Lluc~~)” and i=Llu(l) u'[iZ/l] 
This shows that Jjl i =LI [PII d', . . .~?k? E Rsto and similarly we can prove Jjl zl = 
[en 2, . . . & s’ E R’“‘. Moreover, if 1’ E Loc\(L'U{l}), then Jjlil' = iZ' E R”” because 
ijl E ([cmd]LluIII)“. Thus we have shown that Zjli E St*, and this concludes the 
proof. cl 
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From Theorem 9.3 we can obtain a sequence of definable functions [Mi I], [A&&. . . 
(Mi E C-ALGA) which ‘converge’ to the given function f E [OIL in the sense that they 
coincide with f on more and more argument tuples. But for a typical full abstraction 
proof [26] we must know that f is the least upper bound of a sequence (or a directed 
set) of definable functions. In [32] we succeeded to close the gap between these two 
kinds of ‘convergence’ by showing that the meaning of each type is an SFP object, 
in which the identity is the lub of an o-chain of dejinable idempotent deflations. But 
a closer look at the full abstraction proof in [32] reveals that we did not really need 
to know that these definable functions are idempotent or that they have finite image. 
Instead we only used the fact that they are ‘finitely determined’ in the sense of the 
following definition. 
Definition 9.4. Let Di,Ei (i = 1,2) be sets, let Fi C(Di 5 Ei) and p E (F1 A Fz). 
(1) B c D1 is called a determining set for p, if f =B g implies pf = p g for all 
f, g E F,. p is called finitely determined if it has a finite determining set. 
(2) J? E (Dz A DI ) is called a determining function for p, if f (jd) = g (bd) 
implies pf d = p g d for all f, g E FI and d E 02. p is called locally determined if
it has a determining function. 
Finitely determined functions are those which we need for the full abstraction proof, 
but sometimes it is very difficult to prove ‘directly’ that a particular function is finitely 
determined. Hence we use locally determined functions to construct new finitely deter- 
mined functions from the given ones. This is possible by the following lemma. 
Lemma 9.5. Let Di,Ei,Fi (i = 0,1,2) as before, p E (F, A F2) and q E (Fo A Fl). 
(i) If p and q are locally determined, then p o q is locally determined. 
(ii) If q is finitely determined, then p o q is finitely determined. 
(iii) If p is jinitely determined and q is locally determined, then p o q is jinitely 
determined. 
Proof. (i) Let b, $ be determining functions for p and q. Then f (4 (j? d)) = g (4 (j3 d)) 
+ qf(j?d) = qg(bd) + p(qf)d = p(qg)d for all d E 02 and f,g E Fo. This 
shows that 4 o Ij is a determining function for p o q. 
(ii) Clearly every determining set for q is also a determining set for p o q. 
(iii) Let B be a (finite) determining set for p and let 4 be a determining function 
for q. Then f =e~ g G- f 0 4 =B g 0 4 =+ qf =B qg =+- p(qf) = p(qg) for all 
f, g E Fo. This shows that kjB is a (finite) determining set for p o q. 0 
Notation. Let c, 0’ be procedure types and let p E ([a] 5 [a/J). Then we let pD 
denote the corresponding function on the completely decurried types, i.e. 
pD: Eand + [o’nd, PDfd = (Pf )d 
Note that (p o q)D = pD o qD, if q E ([CJ 4, [a’]) and p E ([o’I] A [o”]). 
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Definition 9.6. Let c, cr’ be procedure types and let L E W. 
( 1) An L-FD-sequence on cs is a sequence of terms P,, E c-ALG~-~ such that 
(uPnn)nErm is an w-chain with U,,,fPn] = id, and [PnJD 1 ([a]~)~ is finitely deter- 
mined for every n E IV. 0 is called an L-FD-type if there is an L-FD-sequence on 
CT. 
(2) An L-section-retraction-pair (or L-SR-pair) between (T and B’ is a pair of terms 
S E c-A~o;+~‘, R E c-ALG;‘+~ such that [R] o ES] = id, and [SJD is locally 
determined. CJ is called an L-retract of g’ (notation: 0 aL 0’) if there is an L-SR-pair 
between cr and C-J’. 
Note that L-retracts are closely related to ordinary retracts [1,4]: If (S,R) is an 
L-SR-pair between the types 0 and o’, then (r[sn ( [OIL, [R] 1 Et&,) is an (ordinary) 
s-r-pair between the dcpo’s UoJL and Ecr’jL. 
Our ultimate goal is to prove that every procedure type G with ord(a) < 2 is an L- 
FD-type, whenever L # 0. But - as mentioned before - it is sometimes very difficult to 
prove directly that particular functions are finitely determined. This is the point where 
L-retracts come in: 
Theorem 9.7 (L-retracts of L-FD-types). Every L-retract of an L-FD-type is an L- 
FD-type. 
Proof. Let (P,),E~ be an L-FD-sequence on rs and let (S,R) be an L-SR-pair between 
c-’ and cr. For every n E N let PA = A y”‘.R(P,, (Sy)) E c-A~c$‘-)~‘. By monotonicity 
of [RI, the functions UP;] form an w-chain, and by its local continuity U,,,[PAJ = 
u,,N[R] 0 [PJ 0 [Sl] = [R] o (U,,,[PJ) o Us] = [RI] o id, o US] = id,!. More- 
over, by Lemma 9.5 (ii) and (iii), the functions UPAn” 1 ([o’]L)d = (IIRjjD) / ([o]L)d o 
mnWbnL)d 0 uWlwnLY are finitely determined. This proves that (PA)ne:n is 
an L-FD-sequence on cr’. 0 
In order to make good use of Theorem 9.7 we will now provide some ‘recipes’ 
for obtaining L-retracts. First note that aL is a preorder for every L E W, because 
procedure types and L-SR-pairs form a category: The morphisms from G to o’ are 
the L-SR-pairs between c and CJ’; the identity morphism on cr is (%y”.y, 1-y”. y); 
the composition of two morphisms (S,R) from (T to cr’ and (S’,R’) from rr’ to U” is 
(1” y”. S’(Sy), i y”“. R (R/y)). Note that (Us’] o [Sg)D = [S’JD o [TSgD is indeed locally 
determined by Lemma 9.5 (i). In order to obtain some more interesting facts about the 
relations aL we need the following technical lemma. 
Lemma 9.8. (i) Let ~7 = ~1 4 . . . -+ zk + 0 and IT’ = z,+l -+ . . . + ‘ck + 6, for 
some m 3 0, let pi E ([t] A [zi]) for i = 1,. ,m and let p E ([a] A UT --f a’J) 
with 
Pfd = f(md)...(p,d) for all f E [ol,d E IIzll 
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Then pD is locally determined. 
(ii) Let q E ([o’] A %oj) and let p E (Ez -+ o’jj 5 [z -+ 01) with 
pf = q 0 f for all f E [z --+ a’] 
Then pD is locally determined, ly $ is locally determined 
Proof. (i) For all d E I[z] and all (dm+l,...,dk,s) E [rm+l] x . . . x [zk] x Dsto we 
have ff d (d, dm+l ,...,dk,s) = pfdd,+l...dks = fd(p,d,...,pmd,d,+l,...,dk,s). 
This shows that ((PI,..., pm) o fst,snd) is a determining function for p”. 
(ii) For all d E I@] and all (dl,...,dk,s) E [zl] x ... x [zk] x D”’ we have 
&fd(d+’ I,..., dk,s) = pfddl...dks = q(fd)dl . ..dkS = qD(fd)d(dl ,..., dk,s). 
Now let 4 be a determining function for q”. Then we obtain 
f dGC @Cdl ,...,&S)) = gd(d,4^(d~,..dk,s)) 
* (f 4dbi Cdl t...,&,S)) = (gd)d(~(dl,...,dk,s)) 
* $(f d)d(4 >...,&,S) = qD(gd)d(& . . . . dk,s) 
* pDfdWL..,&d = pDgd(d,d,,...,d/d 
This shows that (jit, Lj o snd) is a determining function for p”. 0 
Lemma 9.9. Let L E W. Then’ 
(i) 0 aL CT’ implies z -+ o QL z ---) 0.’ and 0 + ~9’ aL rs’ -+ u” 
(ii) L # 0 implies 
(iii) ~7 aL Ioc + G 
(iv) c 4 d -+ ~7’ aL 
(v) z i 7’ + g aL 
iexp aL cmd 
The condition L # 0 is necessary in (ii), because - by Theorem 8.1 - giexp]n is 
isomorphic to 271 and [cmd]o is isomorphic to {l_,T}, hence [iexpnO cannot be a 
retract of UcmdJje. 
Proof. (i) Let (S,R) be an L-SR-pair between g and O’ and define 
1 f i y+%zVqyz), 3 3 iy”“.Az’.S(yz) 
i? f I. yG’--lU”. AZ”. y (Sz), S 3 Ay”‘~“./zz”‘.y(Rz) 
[snD is locally determined by Lemma 9.8(ii), because USJjD is locally determined and 
@jjf = [sn0f for all f E [ z -+ a]. UT?nD is locally determined by Lemma 9.8 (i), be- 
cause USI f g = f (pjj g) for all f E E 0 -+ #lj and g E [a’]. Moreover, [R (sy)zJ = 
[R (jyz)] = I[R(S(yz))j = [yz] shows that @(sy)] = [yj, and [j (,?y)z] = 
[Sy (sqn = uy(R(sz))lj = uyzj shows that ug((By)n = [TV-j. 
* If we had product types in ALG, then we could replace (iv) by d x D aL lot -+ D and (v) by T x 5’aL z’ x T. 
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(ii) Let 1 E L, let R E A ycmd. y; ! 1 and S s i. yiexJ’. I := y. For all J’ E [[iexpjj 
and s E LY’” we have [SJjfs = s [fs/l], hence [SljD = [Sl is locally determined with 
determining function id,,,. Moreover, [R(Sy)] = [ISy; ! 11 = [I := y; ! 111 = [yn. 
(iii) Let R E I. ykc’c-iu . newx in yx end and S G i, yV. 2~“‘~. y. Then [SJD is locally 
determined by Lemma 9.8 (i), because [Sjjfl = ,f for all J‘ E [cr] and 1 E [loci]. 
Moreover, [R (Sy)] = [newx in Syx end] = [[newx in y end] = [y]. 
(iv) Let R s jby('oC'C')'~' .i,z;,z~.y(i.x’“C.if !x = 0 then z1 else ~2) and 5’ G 
1. yO++‘. i.z’““‘“. y (newx in x := 0; z x end)(newx in x := 1; zx end). Then [[SnD 
is locally determined by Lemma 9.8 (i) and 
[R(Sy)zIz2] = [[Sy(i.x.if !x = 0 then z1 else z2)J 
= [y (newx in x := 0; if !x = 0 then ZI else z2 end) 
(newx in x := 1; if !x = 0 then zI else z2 end)] 
= [ry(newx in x := 0; zl end)(newx in x := 1; z2 end)] 
= [yz,zz] by the remark after Example 7.1 
hence UR(W~,==,ilyJl. 
(v) R SE iy .,Iz;,z;‘.~z~z~ and S = iyiir’~~.~zZ;‘,z;.yz2z, define (even) 
an isomorphism, and obviously [.SjD is locally determined. C 
Theorem 9.10 (L-FD-types). Let CJ be a procedure type with ord(o) d 2 and let L # 
0. Then g is an L-FD-type. 
Proof. We will prove that 
(1) 108” - cmd is an L-FD-type for every m 3 0, L # 0 
(2) (lo? + cmd) 4 cmd is an L-FD-type for every m 3 0, L # 0 
(3) (lot + o) is an L-FD-type for all L # 0, if cr is an L-FD-type for all L # 0 
From (1) we obtain by Theorem 9.7 that all first order types are L-FD-types, because 
locm + iexp 4~ lot” + cmd by Lemma 9.9(i) and (ii). From (2) we obtain, again 
by Theorem 9.7, that cri + ... + ok + 6 is an L-FD-type, provided that all (T, 
are first order types, namely: If cri = lo?” + fIi and m = max{ml,. .,m,+}, then 
(TV --i ... i flk + 0 UL (lo?” -i cmd)” + 0 aL (lot mtk-’ - cmd) + cmd by 
Lemma 9.9(i)-(iv). Together with (3) this implies that all types of the form 10c” - 
(T, + . + (Tk A Q with first order types (Ti are L-FD-types. But from these we obtain 
any arbitrary second order type by a permutation of the parameter types, hence another 
application of Theorem 9.7 combined with Lemma 9.9 (v) shows that all second order 
types are L-FD-types. 
Proof oJ’ (1): Let cr = lot” + cmd and L E W. We will show that (Pi,L),Eq8 with 
P,“,. E Ayvx~C,. ..,x$ 
proc z: if K abs(! xi) < II A A abs(! 1) 6 n then skip else Q 
i=l IEL 
in z; yxi . ..x.; z end 
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is an L-FD-sequence on e with the additional property that, for every n E N, [P&,1 
is idempotent and [PlJl ([OIL) is finite (hence [OIL is an SFP object). To this end 
we define pfi , , E [cm&/ for every n E N and L’ E W by 
Ps,f:l ’ = 
1 
s if sL’C{-n,...,n) 
J_ otherwise 
Clearly, for every L’ E W, (pf,$,&~ is an w-chain of idempotent functions in [crndjlLj 
such that UnEN p$, = [skip] and PS,foL,(Store~~,) is finite for every n E k4. Now note 
that 
for all f E [o] and Ii,. . . ,l, E Lot. This implies immediately that ([Pi,,])n,N is 
an o-chain of idempotent functions with UnEN [P,“,,,] = id,. It remains to be shown 
that, for every n E N, [P,“,,,]” 1 ([GIL) d is finitely determined and that [PiJ] ([OIL) 
is finite. 
To this end let f E [o]L and Ii,. . . , I, E Lot. By Theorem 5.3, [P;,J f II . . . 1, E 
[cmd]Lu(l,,,,,,,m) is uniquely determined by its restriction to Store.sL,{I,,,,,,I,I and hence 
also by the restriction of f II . . .Z, to pf&(t ,,,,,, Iml (StoresLu{r,,...,lm)) \ (1). This means 
that 
A = {(II, . . ..&n.S)I II,..., InI E Lot A s E P;;“(, I,..,, IJStoreQ”(l I,..., [ )) \ 1~11 
is a determining set for [P{JD 1 ([o]L)d. In order to obtain a jinite determining set 
we define an equivalence relation - on A by 
(II, . ..) Zm,S) - (1; )...) I~,s’)~3cpEFix(L).~iE{l,...,m}.cpZj=ZI As=s’ocp 
This equivalence relation has finite index, because the equivalence class of an element 
(11, . . ..Zm..s) is uniquely determined by the sets {(i,j) E {l,...,m}’ 1 li = Zj} and 
{(Z,i) E L x {l,..., m}lZ = Zi}, the function (s[L) E (L A {-n,...,n}) and the 
tuple (sli )...) &) E (92 )...) n}m. Moreover, the restriction of f d to any equiva- 
lence class is uniquely determined by its value for one representative of the class, 
because fd(cp I 1, . ..rpz.,so cp-I)= f(cpll)...(fpz,)(socp-')= (fll...lmS)O q-1 = 
fd(l 1,. . , I,, s) o cp-' by Theorem 5.3 (v). Thus, every representation system B for 
N is a finite determining set for [P,“,,,]” 1 (I[a]L)d. Finally note that (fP{,] f )d =B 
w,qmd implies r[p,q,nf = ~e,,nwnqLnf) = ~p,qLnw,qLnd = v,qLng forall 
f, g E [a]L, i.e. [Pi,,] f is uniquely determined by the finite value table 
wafh . . . LS)(l I,..., l ,S)EB 
The set of all such value tables is finite, because the possible entries for any element 
(II, . . ., &,s) E B can only range over the finite set &FU1I ,,,,,, I j(StoresLU([ ,,..., [ l). This 
shows that [P,“,,,] ([OIL) is finite. 
Proof of (2): Let 6’ = (lot” + cmd) -+ cmd and L E W. We continue to use the 
notation from the proof of (1 ), in particular D stands for 102” -+ cmd. 
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The first idea which comes to mind for defining an L-FD-sequence on 0’ is to imitate 
the definition of idempotent deflations [l] for the functional language PCF [ 14,20,32], 
i.e. to define 
Pot n,L A /z y”‘. 224 P$(y (Pi,&) 
Unfortunately this idea is too naive: As the elements of ro’j~ cannot be considered as 
functions from [o& to [cm& (but also map [o&, to [cmdl]L.l for all L’ 2 L), we 
cannot really expect that this simple PCF-approach carries over to ALG, and indeed it 
turns out that the functions [P$f’ 1 ([o’Jr)d are not finitely determined (nor do they 
have finite image). Somewhat to our own surprise, this problem can already be solved 
by using a slightly modified definition, namely 
Pnq;. E i. y”: Az?newxinPzT’(y(if !x<n thenx:=!x+l;P~,,zelse L?))end 
The difference to the first definition is that we now use a local variable x to count the 
procedure calls of z (as in Example 7.7) and that we let P$JJZ diverge as soon as the 
number of these procedure calls exceeds n. We will show that these new terms Pi-IL 
indeed define an L-FD-sequence on G’. 
Clearly, Pi,lL E c-ALc$'-*~' and (fP,$~)n,~ is an w-chain with unENIIP;,‘J = 
[liby.iWz.newx in y(x :=!x+ 1; z) end] = [Ay.Az.yzJJ = id,/, where the second 
equality holds by Example 7.7. The hard part is to show that fP$f’ / ([o’]L)d is 
finitely determined for every n E N: 
Let A and N be defined as before. As the set A/- of all --equivalence classes 
eq is finite, we may encode a word w E (A/-)* as an integer and thus store it into 
a location. We use eq.w to denote the concatenation of eq and w and IwI to denote 
the length of w and - in order to simplify notation - we do not explicitly distinguish 
between a word w and its code. Below we will use an element eq E A/ - as a(n 
incomplete) description of a procedure call of some fixed procedure g E [[an, hence a 
word w E (A/-)* stands for a sequence of such procedure calls. 
Now let Seq,, = {w E (A/-)* ) Iw( < n} and let 1 E Lot \ L. For every function 
@ : Seq,, 4 Up~,Jl(Udd we define CO E UdlL,{~~ by 
C@l, .I& = 
@(sl) 11 . . . l,(s [class 11 . . . 1,s .sl/l]) if sl E Seq,, 
I otherwise 
where class E [lot”’ + iexpnr. is such that 
classlI . ..l.s = 
eq if (11,. ..,lm,s) E eq 
I if (l~,...,l~,s) $!A 
for all 11,. . ., 1, E Lot, s E Store~~~~~ ,,,,,, l,,,). Note that by Theorem 8.1 (i) and (iii) 
such a function class exists and is uniquely determined. Moreover, each CQ is indeed 
in [crj,,{l), because it is defined by a finite case distinction on the contents of 1 
from the function class and the functions Q(w) E [ol]L (w E Seq,,). To obtain some 
intuition for these functions, note that each co uses the location 1 to keep a record of 
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its own history of procedure calls and diverges as soon as the recorded history becomes 
longer than n. The role of the index @ is to describe how a call of CQ depends on the 
previously recorded history. 
From the proof of (1) we know that [TP,“,Jj([ajl~) and pitD,(StoresL) are finite, hence 
the set 
is also finite, and we will prove that it is a determining set for [E$,‘$’ ) ( [a’l]L)d. 
More precisely, we will show that for every (g,s) E [ol] x Stores there is some 
(c~,s’[E/~]) E C such that f~&‘[~/z]) = f’~&‘[&/l]) + [P$Jfgs = p=;,\jjf’gs 
whenever f, f’ E [a$ (i.e. [P$nD I( I[o’jL)d is not only finitely determined but also 
locally determined). The intuition for the proof is that the computation of [TP;,&gs 
can be simulated by the computation of fc~(s’[s/Z]) for some appropriate @ and s’. 
This is a surprising fact and we consider it as one of the central points of the whole 
full abstraction proof. Note that, although every single function g E [ol] can only 
have access to finitely many locations It ,. . . , lk E Lot \ L, there is no upper bound on 
the number k of these locations. Moreover, the values which are stored in 11,. . . , lk 
during the computation of [P$]f gs can in no way be controlled by UP;,‘,] f, i.e. 
the simulation must cope with arbitrarily large values in 11, . , lk. On the other hand, 
there are only finitely many functions ca, which only use a single location 1 E Lot \ L 
and, by their very definition, can only store finitely many different values in 1, namely 
the words w with /WI < n. Altogether, this means that there is no hope for a naive 
simulation, which uses some direct encoding of the values in II,. . . , lk into the contents 
of 1. The trick is to use an ‘indirect encoding’ which is based on histories of procedure 
calls. This encoding will now be defined. 
Let g E [ol] and s E Stores. The idempotence of [Pi,,] implies that [P$]fgs = 
[P,$] f (UP;,,] g)s for all f E [a’], hence we may assume that g itself is already 
contained in UP,“,,,] [on. Now let I,, . . . , lk E Lot \ L be such that g E UdlLu{~,....,~i~, 
s E Storwu{~,,...,~k) and 1 E {II,..., lk}. For every equivalence class eq E A/- and 
every i E {l,...,k} we define gFq : Z: + Zl by 
gF’(d, ,..., dk)=gl; . . . ~~(t[d~/~lI...[dk/~kI)~i 
where (I’, ,..., fk,t)Eeqandl{ ,..., lk#{ti ,..., Ik} 
In order to see that the functions gFq are well-defined, first note that every eq does 
indeed contain a tuple (Z’,, . . . ,Zk, t) with Ii,. . . ,I; $2 {II,. . . , lk}. Moreover, if we 
have two such tuples in the same equivalence class eq, then we may assume that the 
corresponding permutation cp in the definition of N is contained in Fix(L U {II,. . . , /k}) 
and then Theorem 5.3 (v) implies g (cp I{). . . (cp 1;) ((t o q-’ ) [dl/ll] . [dk/lk]) li = 
g(~~‘,)...(~~~)((t[dl/~l]...[dk/~k])O(P-’)~i =gl{ ... ~~(t[dl/~l]...[dk/~k])((P-‘~i) 
= gz; . . . &(t [dl/Zl]. . [dk/lk]) Zi, i.e. both tuples lead to the same result. 
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Finally we define a value diw E 271 for every w E (A/N)* and i E { 1,. . , k} by 
d; = sl,, d;q.w = g”(d;,...,dkM’) 
Intuitively, diw is the current contents of the location l;, if w describes the history 
of procedure calls of g (and if the initial contents of 11,. . . , lk is given by s). The 
above argumentation has shown that the values d? are uniquely determined by the 
(incomplete) description w, hence w is indeed an ‘indirect encoding’ of the current 
contents of I,,..., lk. Moreover, the counter x in the definition of PfL will guarantee 
that the sequence of procedure calls of g will never become longer than n, hence we 
will need only words w of length < n for the encoding. 
Now we are ready to choose the appropriate function ca which will make our 
simulation work. Let @ : S’eq,, -+ [Pi,J([o&) be such that 
Q(w) 1’1 I:, t =LU{I; /,,., rk} g 1’1 . $,U [d;VIl11.. [dku’lbl) 
for all Ii,. . . , 1; E Lot \ {I,,...,&} and t E Stores. It follows easily from Theo- 
rem 8.1 (ii) and (iv) that the function @ exists and is uniquely determined. To obtain 
some intuition for @, note that the procedure calls Q(w) 1; . .I; and g 1; . . II, have 
the same effect on L U { 1’1,. . , IL}, provided that w describes the history of proce- 
dure calls of g. Hence Cal’, . . 1; indeed simulates g 1; . .I; in the following sense: 
First it reads the word w from the location 1, then it behaves like Q(w) 1; . . . lb,, i.e. 
it acts like g 1: . . .I; on L U { 1’1,. . , IL}, and finally it extends the contents w of 1 
by the description eq of the current procedure call. The last step guarantees that the 
contents eq.w of 1 after the call of CQ, encodes the contents d I’“‘“, . . . ,d;Y’M’ of 11,. . , /I, 
after the call of g. Of course, all this is only a vague intuition, which will now be 
replaced by a mathematically rigorous proof. In particular, our intuitive understanding 
of a ‘simulation’ will be expressed by an appropriate logical relation. 
To this end let s’ = pSnfoL(s [O/ll]. . [O/lk]) E pf$(Stoues~). We must show that 
[P,“:Jfgs is uniquely determined by fc~(s’[~/l]). First note that [Tp,“(LJf<gs = 
([P,‘TdJ (fg’) (s[O/l’])) [sl’/l’], where 1’ is new, say 1’ q! L U (11,. , lk}, and 8’ t 
UolhU{~,,.... li I’} is defined by 
g’l’l . ..lLt = 
{ 
9 1: . . .I; (t [t 1’ + l/l’]) if t 1’ < n I 
otherwise 
Now let S E DEF~““““““l & OUT:: be defined by 
S”” = {_L}2 U {TE Stores2 13~ E (A/-)*.tll = w A t2 1’ = Iw( < n A 
v’i E {l,...,k).t2 li = d:“’ A tl =~or\{~,,...,/~,~‘) t2) 
Clearly, (s [O/11]. . . [O/lk] [E/I], s [O/l’]) E Yzo, and if we can prove (c~,g’) E S”, then 
we obtain 
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for all f E [ol]~, because [Piz’j o f is also in [aj~. The left-hand side of this pair 
equals p”,f;(fco(s’[&/Z])) and the right-hand side uniquely determines [P$lfgs. As 
Ss*O is a partial function, this implies that [P,“:Ln f g s is indeed uniquely determined by 
f Gf4~‘[m. 
It remains to be shown that (CQ, g’) E S”. It can be easily seen that S’“’ = 62(Loc \ 
{ZIP..., Zk, I’}), hence we must prove (csZ{ . . . IL, g’Zi . . . IL) E Scmd for all Ii,. . . , Zk E 
Loc\{Z,,..., Zk, I’}. To this end let (ti,t2) E S”” \{1}2. Then there is some w~(A/w)* 
with tiZ = w, t2 1’ = jw[ < n, t2 Zi = diw for i = 1,. . . ,k and tl =~~~\{l,,.,,, ik p) t2. 
If tl, t2 $! pi*&,ll; ,,,,,, dl(Stores) then CQZ’, . . . Zktl = I because class 1; . . . Zktl = I, 
and g’Zi . . . Zht2 = I because g E lP;,,j[olJ. If IwI = IE then c@Z’, . . . Zht, = I be- 
cause tl Z = w $! Seq,,, and g’Z{ . . . ZLt2 = I because t2 I’ = /WI = n. Hence we 
have (c@Z{ . . . z;t,, g’Z{ . . . Zkt2) = (l-,1) E s ‘*’ in both cases. The only remaining 
case is kt2 E ~$~~~~,...,t~) (Stores) A /WI < n. Then there is some eq E A/- with 
class I’ 1 . . . Zhtl = eq and we obtain 
S’Z: . . . z;t2 = g 1’1 . . . Zk(tz[t2Z’ + l/Z’]) because t2 I’ = Iw( < n 
= LU{I ,,___, Ik l; .. . . . ,h} g Z: . . . Z;(tl[dlYZl>. . . ,dkwlM) 
because tz[tzZ’ + l/Z’] =LOC\{*‘l tl[d;Y/Zl,. . . ,d’+)“jZk] 
= LU{I;,...,l~} @(WI 1’1 . . . Z6h per definition of Qi 
= r;“{‘;,...,r;} Q(w) 1’1 .. . $<tl [ew#l) because tl =L~{~;,...J~~ tl [eq.wPl 
= C@Z’l . . . z;t, because class Zi . . . Zktl =eq A tlZ=w 
If g’Z’l . . . z;t2 = c@z; . . . Zht, = l_ then we are done. Otherwise note that 
CCJZ’, . . . Zktl Z = eq.w 
S’Z’l . . . Z&7 I’ = t2 1’ + 1 = leq.wl 
s’4 . . . Zkt2 Zi = g 1; . . . Zk(tl [dr/Zl] . . . [dr/Zk]) Zi = gFq(d,W,. . . , d;) = dlfq.w 
for every i E {l,...,k} 
g’Zi . . , ZLtzand coZ{ . . . ZL tl coincide on Lot \ {II, . . . , Zk, 1’1, . . . , Zb, I’} 
The latter observation implies that g’Zi . . . ZLt2 and c@Z’, . . . Zkt, even coincide on 
Loci {I,,..., Zk, I’}. Altogether this proves (Cal’, . . . Zktl, g’Zi . . Zkt2) E Ssto and thus 
concludes the proof of (2). 
Proof of (3): Let 0’ = Zoc -+ CJ, L E W and L # 8. 
We choose some location Z E Lot \ L. By assumption, there is an L-FD-sequence 
(P,q,)&N and an (L U {Z})-FD-sequence (P;LU(‘))nE~ on e. For every IZ E N let 
C,L”{X} E ALGL 0’u be the term which is obtained from PiLU(*l by substituting a fresh 
variable x for the location constant I, and let P,4)L E c-ALG~+~' be defined by 
P$ z ;1 yO’. 2 xloc .if V EQxZ’ then Pi,,(yx) else P~LuIxj(yx) 
i/EL 
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where EQ E C-ALG@ IS the equality on locations and y”’ is some fresh identifier. 
Let f E [o’]. Then 
‘P,“:‘nf 1’ = { 
EC Jl (f I’) if 1’ E L 
[[Pi,,liI] (f 1) if 1’ = 1 
and for 1’ @LU {I} we conclude by Lemma 8.3 that 
up$_n.f 1’ = uswAp;;,,,n w$n owqLjnf) 4 
= uswqb,n w,qLuIrjn w~qL,nf 11) 
where (I 1’) denotes the transposition of I and I’. From these equations it follows easily 
that ([P$])nGN is an w-chain with U,,,[P,“(L] = id,/. 
It remains to be shown that [[P,$JD / ([a’jL) d is finitely determined for all n E N. 
Let ,f E [a’&,. Then [SWAP$,,,] f = f whenever 1’ E Lot \ L and thus we obtain 
from the above equations 
upCJf ” = i 
um (f 1’) if 1’ t L 
[GAP;; [,,I (uP;,,,~,g(f 1)) if 1’ $ L 
Now let B and B’ be finite determining sets for the functions UP:.,]” 1 ([o]L)d and 
K,L”{ ,} llD I (UdLu~~j>d. Then, for every 1’ E L W:,Jl(J‘Wd = UP;,,LnD(.f /‘Id 
is uniquely determined by (fZ’)d 1 B and ([P;,L,fI,](,f l))d = [P&I,I]D(fl)d is 
uniquely determined by (f I)d 1 B’. Thus it follows from the above equation that 
u&P.fd = cup$nfY IS uniquely determined by fd 1 (L x B) U ((1) x B’), i.e. 
[P:!L]D is indeed finitely determined. 0 
We conjecture that the restriction L # 0 can be dropped from Theorem 9.10 and 
that all the domains [lo]L with ovd(o) d 2 are SFP objects (as we already know for 
g = loem --f cmd). But the only way to prove this would be to directly construct L- 
FD-sequences for all types of order < 2 in order to avoid applications of Lemma 9.9 
(where the restriction L # 0 comes from) and Theorem 9.7 (where the idempotence 
of functions gets lost). We preferred to take the indirect way via L-retracts, because 
it allowed us to restrict the tricky encoding in the proof of Theorem 9.10 to types of 
the form (lo? ---t cmd) 4 cmd, and because we consider the use of L-retracts as an 
interesting technique in its own right. 
We are now ready to prove full abstraction. 
Theorem 9.11 (Approximation by definable functions). Let o he u procedure type of 
order 1 or 2 and let L # 0. Then every f E [a& is the least upper bound of un 
o-chain of dtlfinable functions [T&Q with M E C-ALGA. 
Proof. Let (P,),E~ be an L-FD-sequence on 0, and for every n E N let B, be a finite 
determining set for ([P,,])D 1 ([o]r)d. By Theorem 9.3 there are terms n/l, E C-ALGZ 
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with [MnJd =s, f d, hence [PJ4,,jd = [P,,]D~~,,ld = [P,,lDf d = (uP,,jf Id for every 
n E N. This implies f = &,[Pnjf = U,,,~P,&]. 0 
Now we obtain our full abstraction result by the usual argumentation [26]: 
Theorem 9.12 (Full abstraction). Let o be a type of order d 3 and let Ml,& E 
C-ALG;. Then 
Proof. Only ‘+’ remains to be proved. Let cr = zi + . . + rk --f 6’ (k 2 0) and 
assume that I[MiJ # KM& i.e. there are dj E [zj] for j = 1,. . ., k and S E Stores 
such that 
Dfllldl . ..dks# @&]dl . ..dkS 
Let L # 0 be such that dj E [zj]L for j = 1,. . . , k. By Theorem 9.11, every dj is the 
least upper bound of a directed set of definable elements in [zj& (for rj = lot, dj is 
itself definable), hence the local continuity of [Mill and EM211 implies that there are 
Nj E c-ALGA with 
IMiNi . ..Nk&S#[MzNi . ..N& 
From this, it is easy to construct a program context C[ ] with [C[Mi]n # [C[M& 
Hence Ml $ M2. 0 
We have formulated Theorem 9.12 for closed terms of order < 3. Instead, we could 
have used open terms of order d 2 whose only free identifiers are of order < 2. In 
any case the main role is played by procedure identifiers of order 6 2; that is why we 
speak of ‘full abstraction for the second order subset’. 
10. Variants of the language ALG 
We have included some features in our language ALG which are not typical for an 
ALGOL-like language, hence it seems worthy to discuss whether they can be removed 
or whether some further ones can be added. 
10. I. Removing the parallel conditional 
The observant reader may have realized that the parallel conditional did not really 
play a role in our full abstraction proof, and indeed it can be removed from the language 
ALG without any difficulties: 
Let ALG~~~ be the sequential subset of ALG, which is obtained from ALG by removing 
the constant pcond. If we replace A UX by A UX \ {Pcond} in the definition of the 
signature C, then we obtain a new signature .Pq which is strictly greater than C, in 
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particular it contains ground relations which are similar to the sequentiality relations 
of [32]. One such example is the ground relation R with 
Rio’ = d3Loc 
RY = {d’ E (D7)3 1 dl = l_ V d2 = _L V d, = d2 = d3) fory = int,sto 
which is contained in (Cseq)L for all L E W (as can be easily checked). If we replace 
C by Zseq in the construction of our denotational model, then we obtain a ‘smaller’ 
model which is computationally adequate and fully abstract for the language ALG’~~. 
This can be proved exactly as before, because we have never made any real use of 
the parallel conditional in the proofs of computational adequacy and full abstraction. 
In the new model we can validate additional denotational equivalences like 
where y : cmd 4 cmd + iexp. This is a variant of the famous PCF-equivalence 
[26,32], and it can be validated similarly as in [32]: Let 9 E Em, s E Stores and let 
R be defined as above. Then ([skip], IQ, 1[.QJJ) E Rcmd, (IQ], [skip], [QJ) E RCmd and 
(s,s,s) E R”‘O, hence ([y skip Szj q S, [y 52 skip] q S, [y 52 Sz] q S) E q yRcmdRcmdRstv C Rint 
This means that one of the first two components must be I or all three must be equal, 
and in both cases the above equality follows easily. 
Note that - for the first time in this paper - we have used a relation of arity 
greater than 2 for proving an observational congruence. Indeed, it can be shown that 
no binary reZation works for this example, and similar examples show that there is no 
upper bound at all on the arity of relations which are needed for proving observational 
congruences in ALG seq This is in contrast to ALG itself, where binary relations seem . 
to be sufficient (cf. Sections 7 and 11). 
10.2. Removing the snap back eflect 
In contrast to the parallel conditional, the snap back effect does play an important 
role in our Ml abstraction proof, and it is not (yet) clear whether we can obtain a 
fully abstract model without it. 
First note that there are at least two (significantly) different options for a language 
without snap back, namely 
-se _ a language ALG in which integer expressions have no side effects at all [8,9], not 
even temporary ones, 
_ a language ALG+~~ in which integer expressions may have permanent side effects 
[381. 
ALG-~~ can be defined by removing the constant seqiexp from ALG. As it is a sub- 
set of ALG, its observational congruence relation can only be coarser than the ALG- 
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congruence, and indeed it is strictly coarser, as is illustrated by the terms 
Mi 5 newx in ycmd+cmd(~ := 1; x’ := i); if !x = 1 then 52 end (i = 1,2) 
In ALGC~ we have MI M MI by the following (somewhat informal) argumentation: 
If we start Ml and A42 in the same initial store, then it only depends on this store 
(and not on the particular parameter) whether the procedure y ignores its parameter 
or whether it calls its parameter at least once. In the first case it is obvious that Mi 
and A42 either both diverge or terminate with the same result. In the second case the 
local variable x contains 1 after y (x := 1; x’ := 1) and also after y (x := 1; x’ := 2), 
because the global procedure y has no access to x and because the contents of x 
cannot snap back to 0. Hence A41 and I& both diverge in this case. In ALG itself 
we have Ml $ A42 because Ml and I& can be distinguished by the program context 
C[ ] = newx’ in proc ycmd+cmd : lLzcmd. x’ := (z; ! x’) in [ 1; ! x’ end end. 
ALG+$~ can be defined to have the same syntax as ALG~~~ (the parallel conditional 
does not make sense if integer expressions can have permanent side effects) but of 
course it must have a rather different operational and denotational semantics, in partic- 
ular [iexp] must consist of functions from Dsfo to LP x Dint. The two observational 
congruence relations of ALG’~~ and ALG’~~ are incomparable: On the one hand, the 
above terms A41 and A42 are observationally congruent in ALG+~~ (with the same argu- 
mentation as before) but not in ALG$‘~. On the other hand there are trivial examples 
of ALG~~~ -congruences which do not hold in ALG’~~, e.g. (x := 0; 1) z 1. 
As to finding fully abstract semantics, both ALG-~~ and ALG+~~ seem to create new 
problems. Although ALG -Se is just a syntactic restriction of ALG , we cannot use the 
same trick as for ALG~~~ m order to obtain a larger signature (and thus a ‘smaller’ 
model), because AUX does not contain an auxiliary function which corresponds to 
the constant seq,, . Hence, if there is an appropriate signature at all for ALG-~~, new 
ideas seem to be necessary for defining it. For ALG+~~ it is of course necessary to 
restructure the whole denotational model before searching for an appropriate signature. 
Some first steps which we have made into this direction seem to suggest that ALG+~~ 
is more promising than ALG-~~. 
10.3. Removing reference parameters 
We have included parameters of type lot as a matter of convenience, but they are 
not important for our full abstraction result. Only some minor changes are necessary 
if we want to remove them from ALG: Of course ‘newx in . . . end’ can no longer be 
considered as syntactic sugar; it must be introduced as an extra binding mechanism. 
Besides that we must only insist that environments q are injective on the set Id’“” 
because sharing between location identifiers is no longer possible in the restricted 
language. At some points the full abstraction proof must be carried out with more 
care in order to avoid redundant L-abstractions (with reference parameters) in the 
distinguishing contexts (cf. [34]), but all in all it will even become simpler because 
some nasty case distinctions will disappear (especially in the proof of Theorem 9.3). 
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IO. 4. Adding value parameters 
It should be no problem to add parameters of type int to ALG, i.e. to introduce call- 
by-value as an additional parameter passing mechanism (at ground type level). We 
conjecture that they can be handled similarly as the parameters of type 10~. 
11. Conclusions and open questions 
We have defined a denotational semantics for an ALGOL-like language, and we have 
proved that it is frilly abstract for the second order subset of that language. Our deno- 
tational model satisfies the usual ‘goodness’ criteria, namely, it is defined in a Cartesian 
closed category, it is syntax-independent and - despite its rather technical definition ~ 
it allows us to give rigorous and simple proofs for all the test equivalences which have 
been proposed in the literature. The simplicity of these equivalence proofs is partially 
due to the fact that they are all based on relations of arity < 2 from the sub-signature 
OUT. This leads us to 
Conjecture 11.1. Theorem 9.12 remains valid, if we use a smaller signature .fbr our 
model construction, namely the signature 2 with 
2: = u {({Lnc>> {Lm),Loc)l> .f; = OUT:, ,$=O forfl>2 
From our efforts to construct counter-examples, we have already gained some ev- 
idence that Conjecture 11 really holds. This would increase the ‘tastefulness’ of our 
model, because OUT (and hence 2) is defined more concretely than the original signa- 
ture C. Moreover, we would come closer to O’Heam and Tennent’s parametric fnnctor 
model [22], and so it could finally turn out that their model is also fully abstract for 
the second order subset of ALG. Therefore we consider Conjecture 11 as a worthwhile 
subject of further research. Since the only place where we needed relations R &r .Z? 
was the proof of Theorem 9.3, it would be sufficient to redo this proof with relations 
R E 2. 
The most obvious open question is, of course, whether our model is fully abstract 
for the full language ALG and not only for the second order subset. We believe that 
the answer is negative: Our intuition is that a global procedure acts on a local variable 
like a pure i,-term and hence the ml1 abstraction problem for ALG should be closely 
related to the definability problem in the pure (simply typed) i,-calculus. From [ 101 
it follows that (at least for a finite ground type) the i-definable functions of order 3 
cannot be characterized by logical relations, and so we expect that full abstraction for 
our ALo-model also fails (already) at order 3. In order to repair this, one might try 
to use ‘Kripke logical relations of varying arity’ [6,20] instead of our finitary logical 
relations, but this would certainly lead to a terribly difficult model construction and it is 
questionable whether such a model would provide any new insights into the nature of 
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local variables. Hence we think that our ‘full abstraction for the second order subset’ 
is indeed the best result which one may expect at the current state of the art. 
One may finally wonder whether our techniques can be transferred to call-by-value 
(i.e. ML-like as opposed to ALGOL-like) languages [24]. This is a question which we 
have not yet investigated. Although the observations in [24] indicate that additional 
problems might come up in the call-by-value setting, we are confident that at least our 
main ideas will be helpful. 
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